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PREFACE

This is one of a series Of reports by the Far West Laboratory for Educa-

tIonal Research and Development concerned with developing ecological perspec-

tives of teaching. Under funding by the National Institute of Education, the

project has been underway since December 1977 and is projected to continue

contingent upon funding from NIE.

Overall long-range goals of the program are four. An initial goal is the

development of a conventional theory of teaching that approaches and views

classroom teaching and learning from ecological perspectives. Such perspec-

tives build from knowledge about teaching/learning in the teacher-student

learning group as a sociological as well as a psychological process. An under-

lying assumption is that, previously, only psychological perspectives have

served to inform instructional theory and the training of teachers. Thus, both

educational psychology as well as disciplines outside it are being utilized

such that a holistic, multi-disciplinary approach is being used.

Attendant to theory construction and growing out of efforts to pilot test

,,1"ial constructs and interrelationships is the development of appropriate

research methodologies, the second long-range goal. As part of this process,

both qualitative and quantitative methodologies are being developed and/or

ulapted from scholars' works in other fields. Those selected, which provide a

.it" with the phenomena being examined, will have to be piloted.

A third goal is the development and implementation of strategies--both in-

service and preservice--which can be used to train treachers and others to

the ecological perspectives. Such strategies are perceived as being



-lore sociological in nature than those previously employed. In addition, it

is quite likely that not only teachers but all those involved interacting with

t.eacher and student learning groupsstudents, principals, other adults, etc.--

will need to be reoriented to this perspective.

Hnally, as a fourth goal, a restructuring experiment in nature is pro-

posed in order to test the conventional theories in operation. Exactly how the

experiment will be designed and conducted is the focus for emergent efforts

growing from both the development of methodologies and identification of theo-

retical constructs and (re)training strategies.

To guide project development and inform constructs that serve as analytic

components of the cological perspectives, a Seminar of Scholars has been organ-

'zed. Representing such fields of inquiry as sociology, cognitive anthropology,

h.lmon ethology, environmental social psychology, communications theory, human

ecology, and educational psychology, the Seminar continues meeting twice yearly.

r'xpertise of Scholars is utilized by developing original papers, participating

- bridging activities with one or two others which center on a particular prob-

'es!, reacting and responding to syntheses of Scholars' work, and collaborating

FWL staff on specific inquiry foci. As examples of the latter, five in-

!epth literature reviews and annotated bibliographies have been completed by

'xaduate students of several of the Scholars with their guidance--one each for

cognitive anthropology and sociolinguistics, environmental social psychology,

hwan ecology, human ethology, and sociology. To complement the information

nd insights presented within the literature reviews two secondary analyses

extant, naturalistic data also have been conducted.

7he following secondary analysis, Task Structure Analysis of Three Fourth-

grade Classroom Instructional-Social Systems, has two foci. First, it considers

'.he theoretical and empirical relationships of the conceptual elements of the
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ecological theories of teaching fi.rst proposed in an early working paper. Sec-

ond, it reanalyzes the data from a study of classroom socialization conducted

!iy NI. researchers in three elementary classrupms using a task structure

perspective.2

The following secondary analysis i: the work of James Rothenberg of the

Department of Sociology, University of Michigan. We owe him our special thanks

for a job well done. Professor Steven Bossert, also of the Department of Soci-

ology, University of Michigan, offered valuable guidance in the completion of

this work, and we are grateful for his participation and help in this.project.

Yichael Strong, Department of Language am Reading Development, School of Edu-

cation, University of California at Berkeley, did a major edit of this report,

and we express our gratitude for his contribution. Charles Stiner assisted

w'th the initial editing and, with Carolyn Amable, Frank Malgeri,°and Donne

Karstens, carefully typed the manuscript in its various stages. We appreciate

their contribution to the project and concern with the final nroduct.

'Finally, we wish to acknowledge the continuing support of the Teaching and

:nstruc un group of the National Institute of Education, without whose inter-

est such studies and analyses would not be possible. For their commitment to

exploring new research areas, we extend our deepest gratitude.

William J. Tikunoff
B atrice A. Ward

Principal Investigators

John R. Mergendoller

Associate Research Scientist

I.Dawsen, M.B., Tikunoff, W.J., and Ward, B.A. Toward an ecological theory of
teaching: A starting point. San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educa-
tional Research and Development, 1978.

?.The results of the initial analysis of those data are found in : Tikunoff,
W.J., Ward, B.A. and Dasho, S.A. Study C: A case study of the social-
ization of students into the classroom instructional process. San rrancisco:
Par West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1978.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The following report focuses on foar major issues. First, a discussion of

the parameters of an ecological theory of teaching and an, examination of its

elements is presented in Chapter Two. This discussion isolates aspects for

further study, rather than presenting an exhaustive description of the elements

or definitive evidence of their interactive effects. Thus, it builds upon

both component elements of the ecological theory initially proposed in a work-

ing paper, 1
and the insights which grew out of its examination and elaboration

at the initial meeting of the Seminar of Scholars for the project.2 It fur-

ther is informed by completion of a task structure analysis of the naturalistic

descriptive protocols of three elementary school classrooms which enabled the

author to test initial theoretical notions regarding these elements.against

the realities of 'recorded classroom life.

The second focus of this paper is a discussion of the task structures of

three elementary classrooms. This task structure analysis builds upon the the-

oretical ani empirical work of Bossert (1977a, 1977b) and identifies the exist-

ence of task structures within three elementary classrooms and the effects of

these task structures on classroom desist rates, or the number of negative sanc-

tions per 100 minutes of observation. In this discussion, Bossert's original

tdsk structure categories of recitation, class task and multi-task have been

1. Dawson, M.B., Tikunoff, W.J., and Ward, B.A. Toward an ecological theory ofteaching: A starting point. San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educa-
tional Research and Development, 1978.

2. Proceedings of the seminar of scholars (San Francisco, May 8-10, 1978). SanFrancisco: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1978.

3



further delineated to.create more differentiated task structure categories.

Although the analysis begins with the categorization of classroom activity

according to Bossert's (1977a) dimensions, some task structures have been re-

organized, especially within the multi-task category. These newly organized

task structure cateyories more accurately reflect the organization and activi-

ties of the classrooms under study. Detailed descriptions and examples of the

various categories used will comprise the major part of Chapter Three, and hy-

potheses will be presented concerning the effects of each structure on the be-

havior and perceptions of teachers and students.

The third issue discussed in this report is the effect of the task struc-

ture organization of classrooms upon peer association, especially in the forma-

tion of friendship groups. An attempt to answer two closely related questions

is presented: (1) To what extent and how do various elements in classrooms,

particularly task structures, lock students into classroom groups .based on some

measure of the teacher's percxvtion of their academic skills? (2) To what ex-

-,nt and how do various classroom elements, particularly the predominating task

tructures, lead either to rigid social cliques based on academic skills or

achievement or to promoting a wide range of interactive and fluid friendship

oroups among students? The discussion of these issues in Chapter Four appears

case studies of each teacher and student interaction in the classrooms of

the r.hree teachers who were the subjects of the study.

The final issue in this paper consists of a summary discussion of the re-

!Its of the preceding task structure analysis and the theoretical suppositions

uNn which it was based. This discussion appears in Chapter Five, and concludes

with suggestions for further naturalistic studies of the task structures of

classrooms. By design, this discussion is more informal than those preceding.



Sample

The.following study is based on naturalistic, descriptive data obtained

form a study of three elementary classrooms in the greater San Francisco Bay

Area, conducted by FWL Principal Investigators William J.. Tikunoff and

Beatrice A. Ward. The school district of which these classrooms were a part

served approximately 13,850 kindergarten through eighth-grade students at the

time of the study. A majority of the students in the school district were

from low to low-middle income families. The district was heavily impacted

with both state and federal compensatory education programs. The racial com-

position of the district, according to their reported categories, in the year

preceding data collection was as follows: 53.3 percent Spanish surnamed stu-

dents, 30.6 percent other white students, 12..2 percent Black students, 3.5

percent Asian students, and 0.4 percent Native,American students. Little

change in the racial mix occurred during data collection.

The classrooms selected for observation were chosen on the basis of the

nomination of each teacher by peers as.among the most effective teachers of

fourth-grade mathematics in the district. Inspection of district-wide achieve-

ment test scores in mathematics later confirmed this assessment for two of the

three teachers.

Each teacher's classroom was distinctive in composition, organization and

emotional climate. Two of the teachers were femAl- (Teachers 202 and 501), and

the other male (Teacher 101). Brief descriptions of each classroom follow.

Longer case studies which describe the rule-setting procedure of each teacher

detail appear as part of Study C: A case study of the socialization of stu-

dents into the classroom instructional process.
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Teacher 101

Teacher 101s class began as a fourth-grade classroom with 25 students.

Light third graders were added the second week of school. Students were pre-

dominantly Spanish surnamed with a minority of Black and white students. The

class was balanced evenly between boys and girls. According to achievement

test scores for the beginning of the year, the students were slightly above

average for students at their respective grade levels in the district.

Teacher 101s class was part of the minischool which functioned as an

alternative school-within-a-school serving 270 of the 580 students enrolled at

that particular school. The minischool faculty determined curriculum, schedul-

ing, and allocition of resources for the instructional program that was offered.

Both the conventional school and the minischool were supervised by the same

principal.

Teacher 101 believed that students could benefit by helping each other,

and he planned for this in operationalizing his instructional system by group-

ng desks by fours with students facing each other. Typically, Teacher 101

taught to the entire class while standing at the chalkboard. Once instructions

had been given, he allowed students to help each other and he moved around the

room, monitoring their seat work and instructing them informally.

Teacher 202

Students in Teacher 202's classroom were predominantly Spanish surnamed or

white, with a few Blacks, Samoans and Filipinos. They comprised a heterogeneous

ability group including 20 fifth graders and 14 fourth graders.

Teacher 202's instructional system was group oriented, featuring what she

termed "a canmittee system." Students were allowed to select whomever they

wished to work with so long as they worked together productively. When they

1 0
I



did not, she took measures to reassign individual students to other groups.

Committees were assigned tasks such that they produced products (e.g., charts,

skits, reports, etc.) which they presented to the rest of the class upon com-

pletion. When an assignment was given, Teacher 202 oftel would demonstrate

and/or lecture at the chalkboard as an introduction, then move about the room

monitoring students' work. During the teaching of mathematics, she monitored

students' seat work, and concurrently assigned students to work at the chalk-

board so she could observe their work as she moved around the classroom. No

stigma was attached to chalkboard work. Over several days, all students were

called upon to work there.

Teacher 501

The student population of Teacher 501's fourth-grade class was quite tran-

sient. Over_the seven weeks of observation, students checked in and out of the

class frequently. Teacher 601 did not consider this to be unusual and reported

that during the previous year 66 students had been in her class at one time or

another. By the seventh week of school, the class consisted of 32 students, 15

males and 17 females. Of these, 14 were new to the school. In addition, four

members of the class were in a mainstreaming program for the educationally hand-

icapped. They were in the classroom only a portion of each school day.

The students were predominantly Spanish surnamed (21 students), with three

Black students, four white students, one bilingual Portugese, one Vietnamese,

one Chinese and one Fijian. According to their achievement test scores, the

c:ass was average for the school district with beginning of the year achieve-

'lent scores equivalent to a low third-grade ranking.for both reading and math.

Teacher 501's instructional system was based on a belief in what she termed

a step-by-step, developmental, individualized approach. She sought to create

--.



self-direction in her students so that they could work independently. She fos-

tered a classroom atmosphere that was quiet and business-like with little in-

forwal interaction among students. Instruction was sequenced through the use

of commerically-produced materials, students were diagnosed and prescribed

into curricula, and they were expected to work independently at their seats.

For some activities, Teacher 501 grouped students by ability and taught one

group while others worked independently at their seats. Interestingly, her in-

struction focused almost solely on math during the seven weeks of observation

for the study reported here. Students received reading instruction by ability

groups in the school's reading lab. Language arts instruction was accomplished

through.assignments in commercially-produced workbooks with little instruc-

tional time.

Data Collection

Each teacher and the two nonparticipant observers assigned to him or her

,et with the Principal Investigators for a full day prior to the opening of

school. Teachers were asked to describe their "desired" instructional system

for each subject area, expectations for student performance within the sys-

tem(s), and both the standards for behavior they would set and the manner in

which students would be introduced to the system, e.g., how rules would be

established. During this free-flow discussion, clarification was sought, and

teachers were asked to describe what they might expect students to do in cer-

'On types of instructional and social situations. Audio-taped recordings of

these discussions were transcribed and the transcripts were read immediately.

Whenever a statement seemed to be vague or incomplete, additional information

was sought from the teacher.



Collection of the observationai data began one half-hour be. the start

of the first day of school on Wednesday, September 8, 1976 and continued

through Thursday, October 21. Observation occurred continually all day, every

day across a total of 30 days with two exceptions: Thursday, September 9 was

a school holiday (California Admission Day), and the nonparticipant observers

were at the FN. on Monday, October 4, to participate in a debriefing session.

Observational data were collected in two ways. First, two nonparticipant

observers, trained in naturalistic data collection procedures, were assigned to

each teacher. For each period of observation, they took extensive notes which

focused upon and described those events and interactions relative to the way in

which students were adapting and functioning in the teacher's instructional

system. Observers worked in shifts of from one hour to one and one-half hours

relieving each other in order to provide a rest period. ImMediately following

an observation period, notes were dictated onto audio cassettes. They were re-

turned daily to the FWL where they were transcribed into typewritten narrative

orotocols. Figure 1 presents one page from a nonparticipa;A observer's protocol

and provides an example of one form of data ccmposing the nonparticipant

observation data set for the study.

Second, the three teachers each served as participant observers. At the

end of each day, they dictated audio-recorded responses to questions designed

to elicit information about the day's significant events and interactions in
A

relation to the establishment of the social and instructiO'hal system's. In

addition, teachers were encouraged to share perceptions, frustrations, and any

insights they felt were important to understanding their classrooms. At the

end of each week, teachers also recorded a summary statuient for the week vkich

focused on the extent to which progress was made tr.:ward establishing the in-

structional system in the classrocm and what factors, if any, had impeded such

1 r)
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Figure 1

Excerpt from Nonparticipant Observer Protocol

Teacher Number:
Student Number:

Date of Observation:
Researcher Number:

Protocol Number:

4/19/76

36

1. The student is watching and listening to a discussion
2. of whether or not you can measure height. The teacher
3. is still working with objective one wtth only the-4th
4. graders.
5. The Student doeS not raise her hand to tell which ob-
6. ject has tallness, but Continues watching as the
7. teacher explains and asks questions. The student is8. not smiling. Her eyes have a kind of a dull appear-
9. ance to Oem. She continues to listen, but again
10. does not smile and her facial expression seems very
11. blank and withdrawn.
12. In response to the teacher's question of where you
13. measure to show height, the student point to the
14. cube in front of ner which is made out of foam and
15. pick it up.

16. She then begins pinning her name tag on to her shirt
17. and seems to be playing with it. She is not listening
16. to the discussion that is going on around her.
19. Then she begins to listen to the teacher and shakes her
20. head in response to the teacher's talking about covering
21. the drivevay to measure error. The teacher hands her
22. a rectangular piece of paper approximately 9 x 4 inches.
23. Tne teacher is talking abqut covering her driveway and
24. Is using the rectangle as an example of the driveway
25. surface. The teacher asks tne student, "How would
26. you cover my driveway? Wnat kind of measurement would
27. we be talking about?" The target student moves her hands
28. uP and down the entire surface of the rectangle and
29. the teacher responds, "Correct, we are talking about
30. area." The student then begins playing with her name
31. tag, but iS still listening. End of observation at9:45 32. 9:45. End of sequence 2.
33.

9:55 34. The student will now be observed during sequence 5.
35. Start time is 9:55. The student is still in the ciecle
36,with the other.4 graders, discussing what things can
37, be measured. She is hold,ng a cardboard clock in her
38, hand, as the teacher has Asked the students to go get
39. objects and bring them back to the circle and discuss
43,what'can be measured about them.
ai,The student is listening to Juanita, who begins to 'ualk
42,to her. She has a big smile on her face as Juanita
43,continues to talk to her. (The entire talking lasts
44. approximately 5 seconds.) She is moving the hands
45.0f the clock around the clock and watches Frank tell
46.about what things can be measured with his object,
47.Then she begins to listen to another student, Helena.
48.talk about the pronerties of hers. The teacher askS
49.if there is anything else Oat can be measured about
50.Helena's object, and the student responds, "Perimeter.
51.(She whispers this and it would be difficult to have
52.heard her. I have noticed that her lips have moved
53.and they moved and said "perimeter.") She continues
54.to listen to Juanita talk about perimeter.
55. Tne teacher then asks n-r wh:Lu c.11 bd Ja
)6. her object. Sne gets a gigantic smile on ner face
'.)7. and seems to be very happy that the teacher has
5. called on ner. Her wliole face lights up. She 'men
s9. says that you can see perimeter, length, area, and
60. how wide the Clock is, xnft show- All nf hasn
61. properties with her hands, going around the clock
62. and over it as she explains area. She continues
63. to listen and watch as the teacher discusses assi9n-
64. ment ii, and then She watches the tericher talk about
65. properties of measurement with the string. End of

10:00 66. observation. 10:00. End of sequence 4.



progress. Both tapes were forwarded to the FWL where they were transcribed into'

typewritten protocols. Figure 2 presents one page from a participant observer

protocol and provides an example of the participant observation data set for

the study.

In order to monitor data collection and adjust this process as necessary,

the Principal Investigators frequently met with both the participant and non-

participant observers.

The three teachers met with the Principal Investigator's on the first, sec-

ond, and fourth Saturdays during the study. The first session was designed to

adjust participant data collection procedures in order to lessen the burden on

the teacher. At the other two meetings, teachers were interviewed individually

with respect to (1) progress in installmg their instructional systems, and (2)

students who were having difficulty adjusting.

On two occasions the nonparticipant observers met for debriefing sessions

at the FWL. These took place on Monday of the fifth week of the study, and on

Friday following the final observation day. At the first debriefing session, a

decision was made to identify those students who were having difficulty adjust-

ing to the classroom social and instructional systems and to focus on their be-

havior as much as possible during the observation without detracting from other

data collection foci. Otherwise, part of each debriefing day was devoted to a

variety of summary tasks in which the observers noted impressions nd trends

and described the instructional and social systems that were in operation in

their respective classrooms as of that date.

The data sets for the study, then, included (1) the preactive interview

statements for each teacher collected, concerning the teacher's expected in-

structional-social system; (2) daily nonparticipant observer protocols for the

30 days of observation; (3) daily participant observer protocols; (4) weekly
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Figure 2

Excerpt from the Participant Observer Protocol

Teacner Number:
Student Number:

Date of Observation:
Researcher Number:

Protocol Number:

4/28/76

8

1. We:started off the hour today by reviewing what char-
?. acteristics could be measured. Before we started, I

3. asked the students to get out their squares and their
4. strings. Some of them had lost, or couldn't find
5. their measuring tools so I told them to just look at
6. someone else's that all they really needed. to do was to
7. look at them to do tne worksheet that we were planning
8. to do today.

9. After we reviewed the characteristics (things that
10. could be measured) we talked about the tools that we -

11. had and which tools would be best for measuring which
12. characteristic.
13. I seemed to nave quite a bit of trouble drumming up
14. entnusiasm during this discussion. The students
15. weren't very interested. I think a lot of it may have
16. to do with me. I rolly didn't feel much like teach-
17. ing today. I was sort of tired. I think they were sort
18. of feeling the same way. 1 had two or three students
19. that were really responding and the rest didn't seem to
20. be too interested. I started calling on a few, trying
21. to get some more interest going.

22. During the discussions we talked about which tool
23. would be best to use for length, width, perimeter
24. and area. In each case, they said either a square
25. or a string could be used, except for area in which we
26. decided that the square would be best. I tried to
27. get them involved by 'actually measuring their desks
28. with these tools and showing me which one would be best.
29. I started to get a little frustrated at one point and
30. I said sometning to the effect that if we didn't get
31. going on this, we could spend the woole day on it.
32. I don't thiek tkiat really had too much effect on them
33.one way or anetner.

34. After our discussion, I passed out the worksheet,
35. "Find the Correct Unit," and I said we were going

36. to help Tom figure out if he measured some things
37. correctly. After everyone had their worksheet,
38. asked someone to read the directions out loud. Then
39. I asked them what they were going to do. The
40. directions stated that we needed to tell if Tom used
41. the correct unit by checking yes or not. When I asked
42. what they were going to do, the students said that
43. tney were going to help Tom. So they were actually
44. parroting back what I had said, rather than really
45. Paying attention to the directions. I finally asked
46. them to re-read the directiOns. Timmy Davis and
47. Jerry Williams were able to tell me that we were
48. going to see if he used the correct unit.
4g. I think there was some confusion in the word "unit."
50. I'm not sure they really understood, what was meant
51. by unit. I think that if I had said "tool," they
52. would have understood better since we've been
53.worxing with the word tool on the last worksheet.
54.We then went through each one orally together as
55a group and we discussed whether we used the best tool.



participant observer summary protocols; and (5) nonparticipant observer debrief-

ing summary statements.

Secondary Data Analysis

To fulfill the aim of this secondary analysis, it was necessary to show

how the workings and interactions of elements, particularly task structures,

were related directly to certain processes and outcomes im the classrooms.

Early in the analysis it was decided to focus on two areas which were felt to

be suited to this purpose, (1) desist rates, and (2) the process by which aca-

demic and social groups were formed in the classrooms. These were areas which

Bossert (1977a) had found to be strongly influenced by task structure. They

also are areas which are likely to be-influenced by a wide variety of factors.

They are, therefore, well suited for an investigation using an ecological

approach.

The initial intention was to use the task structures in the form estab-

lished by Bossert (1977a, I977b). From the protocols of the first few days

of each of the teachers, it was clear that there were few activities which

clearly fell into the major categories of recitation, class task, or multi-task

activities, as used by Bossert. However, Bossert described four dimensions

which formed the basis of his three major categories. These were: group size,

division of labor, pupil choice, and the extent to which evaluation is public

and comparable. Each of these dimensions may vary in one respect or another.

f.1roup size can vary from large groups comprising most of the class, to small

groups within the class, to individuals. Division of labor can vary from all

students performing the same task to each student performing a different task.

The locus of control can swing from high teacher control to high student con-

trol. Performance and evaluation can vary in the degree to which they are
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private or the degree to which they are public and comparable. To a certain

extent this last dimension is dependent on the others. For example, a large

yroup activity where all children are performing the same task will be neces-

sarily highly public and comparable. Each child can see the level at which

others are performing and where they fit into the overall scheme of performance

in the classroom. It becomes clear to everyone which students receive the

usually positive rewards for high performance and which receive the usually

negative sanctions for loW performance.

In theory, the makeup of the task structure determines the patterns of

rewards and punishments in the classroom, which in turn may influence the pat:-

terns of behavior that become established in classrooms. These structures

tend to make certain types of behavior more or less likely.

Data analysis proceeded as follows. From the protocols of the early weeks,

types of task structures were delineated and code letters were assigned. De-

tailed descriptions and hypotheses rAncerning these various task structures are

.resented later. The particular task structures' categorization employed in

4:his study grew both firom theoretical concerns and from the empirical data.

Tney are not intended to be descriptive of all activities observed in the three

classroans studied here.

The full range of task structure divisions and the coding...schema were

established by the time the third week of observations had been ead. Once

4he coding schema was developed, weeks four, five, and six were coded first

,nd then the first three weeks were recoded. Week seven was not coded because

Yme constraints did not allow for this. This recoding was done to ensure

tandardization.

Other types of behavior and events also were coded. All desists were

coded according to whether they were directed to the whole group, to smaller
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groups, or to individuals. Since the observers specifically were instructed to

note all behavior controls used by the teachers, it is reasonably certain that

the desist rates are accurate. Since the observers had no notion of the task

structures described in this report, any minor errors in their reports of behav-

ior controls are likely to have been evenly distributed among the task struc-

tures which later were delineated.

All statements by teachers which served as positive reinforcements to in-

dividuals, small groups, or to the whole class also were coded. There is no

certainty as.to the degree of accuracy with which these were noted by the ob.

servers. Because of this and the small number of such statements which were

reported, no attempt was made to analyze the relationship of these reinforce-

ments with other elements.

At the outset the sanctions students made to each other also were coded.

Again, so few.were reported that this was not pursued. An attempt also was

made to code whether or not the activity included work on which the children

were to be graded, and who was to grade the work (the teacher or other chil-

dren). It w?.impossible to extract this information from the data with any

cons i stency.

The coding initially was done directly on a copy of the protocols. A cod-

ing sheet summarizing each day was then prepared. A sample coding sheet ap-

pears in Appendix B. More concise summaries of each day also were prepared,

noting the total amount of each type of activity for that day and what the de-

sist rates were for each. From these summaries, a summary of each week for

each teacher was prepared. The proportion of time devoted to each type of

activity was reported and the associated desist rates also reported. These

weekly summaries appear in Appendix A. Finally, cumulative summaries for the
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six weeks' studies for each teacher were complied. These also appear in

Appendix A.

It was particularly difficult to ascertain the teacher-designated academic

groups or the self-chosen peer groups of the children. This information was

not collected directly by the observers as they had not been instructed to col-

lect this infonmation. In the analysis which follows, indirect means were used

to identify peer-chosen or academic groups. The analysis of each classroom re-

quired different approaches to obtain the makeup of these groups. The exact

procedure used in relation to each class is described in the text of this re-

port in the section on peer associations (Chapter Four). A fairly general

procedure which was applicable to all the classrooms was the examination of

the pattern of the children's iLteractions. Interactions which occurred during

recess and free time were assumed to be most indicative of self-chosen social

groups.



CHAPTER Th10

A DISCUSSION OF THE ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL-SOCIAL SYSTEMS
RELATED TO THE TASK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF THREE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS

This chapter examines elements of classroom instructional-social systems

which seem to be important determinants of activities and patterns of behaviors

which develop. The paper cited earlier by Dawson, Tikunoff, and Ward identi-

fied ten elements central to the analysis of these patterns. These were:

Student(s)
Teacher
Other human elements
Role
Time

Physical locus and arrangement
Educational materials
Task

Standards and sanctions
Communication

In relation to the data base for the three classrooms (101, 202, 502), eight of

these elements were useful constructs for this secondary analysis while two

were not: role, and educational materials. In addition, one other element,

external factors, emerged as important in the process of analysis.

The nature of the data did not permit the consideration of role as an ele-

ment in this analysis. It may be that the concept of role is so interconnected

with teacher and students and their interactions that it will not stand on its

own as a separate element. Similarly, educational materials as an element

could not be assessed based on the information obtained in the protocols.

Each of these elements is multifaceted, and it is impossible to explore

them fully in this analysis. Furthermore, the elements are not static in class-

room settings but operate interactively. This section will examine facets of
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eight elements which analysis of these data suggests are critical to understand-

ing activities and emergent patterns of classroom behavior. These are students,

teacher, other human elements, time, physical locus and arrangement, standards

and sanctions, communication and external factors. Task as an element will be

discussed in Chapter 3 in relation to task structures. Finally, Chapter Four

adds a section on the relationship of task structures and peer associations.

The Elements

Student

The most outstanding student characteristic to have significant impact on

the classroom (particularly as it affected the behavior of the teacher) was stu-

dent disruptiveness. The occurrence of such behavior frequently was reported

in considerable detail. Each class had a few children who were identified both

by the teacher and the nonparticipant observers as being "problems" or poten-

tial problems. "Problems" always meant behavior problems. In contrast, stu-

..orats whr.. consistently had difficulty with their work but who were quiet chil-

dren were not labelled as problems. In addition, the fate of the designated

iroblem children in 501 was quite different from that of the problem children

in the other two classrooms (101 and 202).

An interesting study of what happened to these problem children could re-

sult from further analysis of these data. Only a few of the general processes

at work will be noted here, however.

Very few references were made about the quiet and shy students. It is,

therefore, difficult to know exactly what they were doing most of the time.

Apparently they received relatively less teacher time than other students,

though even this is difficult to verify from the protocols.
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The children observed in this study all had several years of prior school

experience. They entered the classroom on the first day of the new school year

already having been more or less socialized to "proper" school behavior. The

amount and kind of prior socialization children have .had are important as they

teach the child the norms and expectations of the classroom. Such learning, and

the abil ity to act in accordance with these learned ,prohibitions and norms, can

be considered important characteristics of the element, student. This was made

especially clear during the first few days of the tem as the children.knew

most of the expected and acceptable "school-time" behavior. For instance, the

teachers spent the first days and weeks, not teaching the students proper

school behavior, but teaching them particular forms acceptable to the particu-

lar teacher. They already know about lining up, and doing so in boys' lines

and girls' lines. The actual variation in such behavior demanded by the three

teachers was minor compared to the overall similarities of major behavior pat-

terns. Students generally had learned the school game well, and had little

difficulty making the adjustments to particular teachers.

Other characteristics of the students, such as sex, age, race and socio-

economic background, undoubtedly are important. Data on these characteristics,

however, are recorded only globally in this study and, therefore, add little to

analysis for this element.

Teacher

Although the teacher and students are very important elements in a class-

room, it is very difficult to isolate "teacher" separately as an element. Many

characteristics of a teacher become. visible only in irteractions with other

elements. So the impact and role of the teacher often will be referred to in

other parts of this report. Here, teacher personality and teaching style will

be discussed briefly.

a")
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The three teachers possessed quite different personalities and styles. If

each teacher were to be rated on a scale with authoritarian at one emd, demo-

cratic in the middle, and laissez-faire at the other end, Teacher 501 would

fall at the authoritarian end, Teacher 202 in the middle, and Teacher 101 at

the laisSez-faire extreme (though certainly closer to the middle than the end.)

None of the teachers fell clearly into any single category as they all display-

ed qualities from all categories at one time or another.

The effect of their varying personalities probably was felt by the chil-

dren as much through the types of activities the teachers chose as through

their direct interaction with the teachers. Teacher-student relationships and

interactions certainly were affected by the personalities of individual teach-

ers. However, to isolate the effects of these interactions, based on the data

in this study, is difficult. More important to this analysis is the influence

of the particular task structure in use which greatly affects the quality of

interactions. For instance, Teacher 501, whose behavior often was rigid and

authoritarian, was able to both joke and talk seriously with the children dur-

ing their free time and during some multi-task type activites. On'the other

hand, Teacher 101, the "loosest" of the teachers, became quite authoritarian

in his actions during large group activities.

Other Human Elements

Classroom aides, principals, and parents all had varying degrees of influ-

ence on the functioning of the classrooms studied. The effects of these influ-

ences on children were both direct and indirect.

The impact of aides in the classrooms was felt both in their presence and

in their absence. Teacher 202 had the help of an aide several times a week.

On the basis of the protocols, the only visible impact of the aide waF in accel-

erating the completion of the early student evaluations done by the teacher
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curing the first few weeks. The aide took small groups or individuals and

tested them while the teacher, unencumbered by testing responsibilities, work-

ed with the rest of the class. The evaluations performed by the aide probably

were quite important, but the evidence from the protocols is not specific on

this.

Teacher 501 had had an aide in previous years. All her classroom struc-

tures were designed for an aide to be present and work with part of the class

while she worked with the rest. As a result of not having an aide during the

period of observation, Teacher 501 unsuccessfully attempted to force her usual

structures into a form that would enable the class to function along the basic

lines of prior years when she had had an aide.

Other human elements, such as principals and parents, also had consider-

able impact on the classroom even though they rarely were present. They might

be alternately classified under the category of external factors, for the two

categories lose their distinction at this point. An ecological approach, how-

ever, must take them into consideration.

Parents may have an impact on the classroom in a number of ways. They may

try to influence how the teacher treats their children or how the teacher runs

the classroom. At another level, parental pressure groups may form for "open

classrooms," or for schools to "go back to basics," thereby having a more glob-

al effect. One example of direct parental influence in this study concerns

the assignment of homework by Teacher 101. He began to give homework in re-

sponse to parental pressure despite his own doubts regarding its value at that

time.

Principals may also affect classrooms in a variety of ways. Teachers some-

times look to the principal for help and guidance in dealing with the problems

in the classroom. Teacher 501 depended on the principal to deal with what was



Teacher Minutes Observed Minutes in Class Proportion in Class
101 7002 6466 78T-
202 7662 6744 88%
501 7782 6996 90%

Total: for 101, 116.7 hours, or g1.1 hours in class; 202, 127.7-hours, or 112.4
hours in class; and 501, 129.7 hours, or 116.6 hours in class.
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perceived to be .a rather difficult student. However, principals may have a

more general effect through the institution of their own policies. For example,

a new principal was assigned to Teacher 101's school after the first few weeks

of the term. She pressured the teachers to follow official district rules and

policies (which presumably they had not been doing until then). In compliance,

Teacher 101 sharply decreased the amount of recess and free time for his class.

The effects of decreases in time on these activities are discussed below.

Time

Time, as an element, can be measured in at least two ways: the total time

spent on certain activities, and the proportion of time spent on these aCtivi-

ties. The total amount of observation time varied slightly for each classroom.

The hours of observation for the three classrooms for six weeks (excluding

lunch time) can be seen on Table 1.

Table 1
Total Minutes of Observation for Each Class, and

the Proportion of Time Spent in the Classroom (Six Weeks)

As can be seen, the total number of hours observed for Teacher 101 was

116.7, with 91.1 of this comprising in-class observation. For Teacher 202,

the total was 127.7, with 112.4 of those in-house, and for Teacher 501 totals

were 129.7 and 116.6.

Only a small difference exists between Teacher 501.and Teacher 202 in this

regard due largely to a few hours of missing protocols for, Teacher 202. The -
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difference between Teacher 101 and the other teachers is equivalent to having a

total of two days less over the 30 days of observation as the length of the

school day here was shorter than for the other two teachers.

When the proportion of time spent in each classroom is examined, i.e.,

with recess and PE time subtracted, the differences or similarities have more

significance. Teacher 101 had the equivalent of five fewer 5-hour school days

than Teacher 501.

In view of the behavior and interactions examined, the proportion,of in-

class spent on varioLs activities appears more meaningful than either the total or

a percentaye of total class time. Nonetheless, both statistics will be offered

in Appendix A.

The timing of certain activities is significant. Timing in relation to

specific types of:activities and groupings has been examined and will be dis-

cussed in a later section. There also are other aspects of timing: the se-

quence of differing types of activities, the differences between mornings and

afternoons, and, in general, the relationship of time and timing to other

elements.

Physical Locus and Arranqemerts

The physical locus and arrangement of the classroom is potentially very

important. By influencing the "traffic flow" inside the classroom, the.physi-

cal locus and arrangement may encourage or inhibit certain patterns of inter-

action of student/teacher behavior. The extent to which a classroom is cheer-

ful, comfortable, stimulating, and clean also may have an effect on behavior.

For example, in Classroom 101 the windows had been replaced by a translucent

material making the rooms seem gloomy. Again, the protocols did not focus on

providing information assessing these factors.
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There were a few areas where the teachers' use of space and seating

arrangements had potentially -important consequences. This is discussed in full

laier in the section on groups and grouping. At:this point a few brief notes

are necessary.

Teacher 501 specifically used the seating arrangement to separate children

whom she felt fooleci around or talked too much. She attempted to control be-

havior by decreasing opportunities for what she considered to be negative be-

havior. In contrast, Teacher 202 did not use the seating arrangement in this

way. The following excerpt from the protocols is an example of Teacher 202's

approach to the problem. She held two boys after school to talk with them:

Teacher 202 asks Harry and Brad if they're anxious to
go home. She then asks them if they like waiting.
Harry says that he doesn't like waiting. The teacher
talks about the two of them sitting together. She
offers them a number of possibilities, one of which
is to change their seats. Brad says that he doesn't
think that changing their seats would be the best
idea. The indication here is that it would be better
to be quiet. Teacher 202 probes to get them to reveal
what the seating arrangement is, which means what the
necessity for sitting together is. Teacher 202 asks
whether they had seated themselves together because
she assigned them those positions, or whether they
had chosen those positions themselves. Harry responds
that they had chosen to sit next to each other.
Teacher 202 then probes for a few more moments in
order to have them realize that they made this choice
and that they're responsible for the two of them
sitting together. She says, "The room is off balance."
She indicates that the two boys, Brad and Harry, are
always doing something else. She discusses the prob-
lem with them. One of the problems recently was the
clay on the floor which is mentioned in an earlter
protocol. Teacher 202 says that she doesn't want to
hassle them, but then she doesn't want to take the
responsibility for them which is their own. She
talks with them and tells them that they're playing
games with her. She asks theo what they're going to
do about the situation. She talks about when it's
appropriate flr them to share and when it isn't appro-
priate for thm to share. They hoth agree that they
should be quiet and that moving their seats isn't
going to solve the problem. They also agree on some
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hand signals that the teacher will give them
when they've been talking and goofing off, which is a
V sign, a victory sign, and also a signal for when they
are very good, which is a thumbs up sign.

(Teacher 202 Protocol 9/28 1:25)

Teacher 202 tried to change behavior patterns by creating internal changes

on behalf of the students. Teacher 501 attempted to change behavior by manipu-

lating the external environment. However, it is difficult to predict any long-

term consequences just from the 30 days of protocols that were analyzed.

Standards and Sanctions

The primary types of sanctioning behavior examined are designated as "de-

sists" (following Bossert,. 1977b). A desist is a directive from the teacher

to students to modify their bphavior. It is identical to "behavior controls"

referred to in the protocols. Desists usually took the form of a few words

telling children to sit down and stop talking and so forth. Sometimes verbal

statements were unnecessary as the teacher used hand signals or stared at a

child until the message was received. These nonverbal behavior controls also

are considered to be desists. Desists were divided into three categories de-

pending on the size of the group th'.! teacher attempted to control: first,

large group desists (Ds), which were issued to the whole class; second, de-

sists directed toward .groups within the classroom (DGs); third, desists directed

at individuals or pairs of individuals (DIs). Unfortunately, no differentia-

tion was made in the protocols between private and public desists among the

Cis. It is likely that beim': publicly singled out and disciplined has differ-

ent implications than private disciplining. It also is likely that desists

directed toward groups ("Boys," "Blue group") serve to strengthen a sense of

belonging to that group. Individuals or groups who are recipients of repeated

public desists are likely to be identified by others as troublemakers to be

r)r--
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avoided. An interesting study would be to assess the popularity of those stu-

dents who frequently were disciplined.

It is Likely that,standards in the classroom also are established by a

host of patterns of rewards, punishments, and other cues given to the children.

For example, there are the teachers' verbal expressions of standards: "You

should do this," and "I expect you to do that," and so on. Interestingly,

the teachers here had quite different standards for different children. Not

only di0 standards shift from child to child, th'v sometimes shifted from day

to day or even hour to hour. An important factor in these shifts was the vary-

'ng nature of the different activities taking place in the classroom. However,

factors such as the teacher's mood also affected what kinds of behavior were

tolerated.

Gommunication

This element follows directly from the previous one. A fascinating aspect

nf the classroom occurrences studied was how and to what extent the teachers'

verbal k;almunications were of varying quality. The instructions given by

Teacher 501 often were confusing and incomplete. She appeared unwilling to

listen to the children. When she did listen, her responses sometimes were

inappropriate. In con.trast, Teacher 202's instructions were clear and lengthy.

She spent more time giving directions than any of the other teachers. The

children understood clearly what was expected of them. Teacher 202 also spent

considerable time talking with the children. Her tendency, however, was to

heir what she wanted to hear. On several occasions, her own recollections,

taped daily, Were in marked contrast to reports of the same discussions in the

protocols made by the nonparticipant observers.
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Standards,and expectations were communicated not only by explicit verbal

instructions. None of the teachers had particularly consistent standards al-

though some overall patterns did emerge. As a result, the children had to

learn from.day to day and from activity to activity how to define the changing'

situations. There were many cues they may have had. For example, they could

watch how other children were treated and how the teacher responded to particu-

lar behaviors of other children. However, because the teachers varied their

behavior from friendly joking to rigid refusal to interact, it seems that the

students constantly had to "test the waters" in order to know what was expected.

The students in Classroom 501 probably had the most difficulty assessing

what behavior was appropriate in any given situat,ion. Teacher 501-'s expecta-

tions and standards constantly fluctuated, sometimes varying over time and

from student to student. Few clues were available at any given time. They

were in no position to observe how other students were being treated and they

were not able to associate certain behavinrs with particular'activities.

Thus, each student regularly had to test the situtation to discover what the

acceptable behaviors were. Teacher 501 often placed them in a "no win" or

"Catch-22" position. The following example reveals the general problem in

communication with Teacher 501. The total time elapsed is about ten minutes.

"You people (r(ferring to the entire group she has been
working with) may get a book and come back and bring it
here and read." They all get up. Teacher 501 then says,
"Two at a time." Then she says, "Sit down." And she
does a gesture with her hands indicating that they are
to sit down. Then the teacher says, "Lenore and Jorge,
you may start ...." Michael is now at the paperback book-
shelf and Agnes gets out of her seat and begins walking
toward the paperback bookshelf. The teacher says, "Agnes,
sit down. Only one child may get out of their seat at a
time." Agnes is now at the bookcase. The teacher repeats
the rule about only one person being out of their seat at
a time. Alan and Michael sit down.... Shawn gets out of
his seat, but looks to see if Alan is going to come up to
the bookshelf when he snes that Alan is coming. Shawn,
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who is closer to the bookshelf, nevertheless, sits down.
The teacher says to her spelling group, "Did you guys all
get books and are reading? I don't see any reading." In
fact, Jorge and Lenore were the only two children who had
gotten books... Now Larry is halfway out of his seat and
bending backwards. I think he is trying to get a pencil
or something that has fallen behind his desk. At any
rate, the teacher comes over to him and says, "You need
to sit down." Once again in her matter-of-fact manner.
He begins by saying something to her (I cannot understand
what he says), but she cuts him off and says, "You need to
sit down." He does sit down. The teacher then goes to
the door.

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/13 10:13 - 10:22)

Another important factor in communication in the classrooms was the pres-

ence of non-English speaking. students. All three classrooms had at least one

student who knew little or no English. Teachers handled this situation in var-

ious ways. Teacher 501, for example, seated a non-English speaking, Asian stu-

dent next to a bilingual Asian student. This provided someone to talk with as

well as someone to translate the teacher's instructions. Teacher 202, being

bilingual, had conversation with and gave instructions to her Spanish speaking

student., Teacher 101 situated his non-English speaking students together with

the few children having reading problems, giving this small group much more

t.eacher attention than any other classroom group. Teacher 101 often expressed

considerable frustration with the langyage barrier. However, the nonpartici-

pant observers in 101 commented near the end of the observation period that

Pw two Spanish speaking boys were learning English quickly.

:xternal Factors

There were many external factors with important consequences for what hap-

.,Nened in the classroom. Some outstanding exawles are noted below.

For reasons not made clear in the protocols, third graders were transferred

into classroom 101, which began the year as a fourth-grade classroom, and by

t.he end of the observation period, comprised one-third of the whole class.
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This transfer had implications for how the teacher grouped the children and

what kind of work he assigned. All the classrooms had a steady flow of new

and old students entering and exiting, and a period of adjustment always was

necessary for the teacher and the students whenever a new student arrived.

Problems and decisions at the administrative level had effects and these

were most noticeable in Classrooms 101 and 501. At variou's times both Teachers

101 and 501 were visibly upset and angry when:they became involved in adminis-

trative incidents. They brought their negative emotions into the classrooms

and seemed to over-react to misbehavior of their students for brief periods

from a few minutes to a few hours. Teacher 202 occasionally responded simi-

larly, yet her responses appeared to be connected to other things. One nonpar-

ticipant observer commented that Teacher 202 had been on a new diet one week,

and seemed more tense than usual.

The decision to give standardized achievement tests was made at the state

level and administered in all three classrooms. The choices as to what tests

were to be used and on which days they were to be administered were determined

dt the district level. Administration of these tests clearly affected normal

classroom activity.

Finally, each of the classrooms had telephones which produced decided ef-

fects. Whenever the phone rang, the class was disrupted. When a phone rang

during large group activities, the teacher had to expend considerable time and

energy to recall the class's attention after the phone call.

3 f)



CHAPTER THREE

A uMPARISON OF THE TASK STRUCTURES OF THE
THREE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS

A number of distinct task structures is found in classrooms. Bossert

;l97/a) divided task structures into three types: recitation (R), class task

(CT), and multi-task (MT). He describes them as follows:

Recitation, an extremely common instructional organization,
nvolves the whole class or a large group of children in a
cingle task: the children listen to the teacher, raise
their hands when a question is asked, wait to be recognized
and give an answer. Childre- can ask questions when they
do not understand the material, though the teacher usually
controls the flow of questions and answers. During recita-
tion a child's performance is very public. When the re-
sponse is correct, the teacher usually praises the child,
and when the response is incorrect, the teacher either
corrects it or asks the same question of another pupil.
Since the task and content are the same, pupils' perfor-
mances can be canpared easily.

Another task structure might be called class tasks.
Worksheets, tests, or any other tasks assign-aTo the entire
class fit into this category. Sometimes pupils may organize
some of their own class tasks; however, the teacher usually
assigns the task that every child must complete. Performance
on a class-task activity is less public than recitation.
Since these tasks are done independently or in small group's,
neither all pupils nor the teacher can observe each other
constantly while they are working, though pupils' perfor-
mances are comparable due to the common task.

The third type of task structure is the multi-task or-
ganization, consisting of tasks like independent reading,
small group and independent project, art work, and crafts.
These activities involve the greatest amount of pupil choice
in organizing and completing task activites. Like class
task, multi-task involves independent or small group work.
The distinctive characteristic of multi-task activities,
however, is that many different tasks are being worked on
simultaneously. Since the class is involved in d variety of
activities, the teacher and children rarely are able to ob-
serve the task perfonmance of every pupil. Furthermore,
oupils' performances canrot be compared except among a
few children doing the same task.
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Th4Porganization of instructional activities, then, can
be described in terms of the size of the work group, the
number of different tasks being completed at the same time
(the organization of labor), the amount of pupil choice in
organizing the tasks, and the extent to which evaluations
of task performance are public and comparable.

(Bossert, 1977a, pp. 4-5)

The nature of the task structure can have important consequences both for

student and teacher behavior. Short-term consequences with immediate effects

on behavior can be uoserved in each classroom as the structure changes from one

task to another during the day or week. Task structures can influence the

amount of noise, movement, and student-to-student interaction a teacher will

allow. They can determine whether a teacher will relate to studentsin a per-

sonal, individual manner or as members of a group to be treated equally despite

individual variations. They can determine, too, whether a student is grouped

or made to feel part of a group, based on academic skills or the teacher's

perceptions of such skills.

The cumulative effect of these structures can be substantial, for students

can come to see themselves as members of a sub-group, either elite or low-

ranking, and therefore become stigmatized.

Bossert's task categories were not directly applicable to the classrooms

in this study. Many of the classrooms' activities, which would be described

generally as cla:s tasks, displayed a number of heterogeneous characteristics

and structures that differed from Bossert's pattern. A finer division of class

task type activities was necessary. Also, a number of large group activities

thaL occurred in these classrooms did not fit into Bossert's recitation cate-

gory. A set of large group activity categories was needed, of which recitation

was only one form. Finally, few types of activities paralleled the multi-task

category. Those multi-task activities that did exist displayed important

differences, particularly with regard to pupil choice.

1.
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The task structures employed in this study were derived from the protocols

depicting classroom activity. The important aspect of.Bossert's work is not

the specific tasks he describes, but the effects of the components of those

tasks on short- and long-term behavior of students and teachers. Bossert's di-

mensions of group size, division of labor, pupil choice, and evaluation were

enployed as a basis for organizing the major activity categories of Large Group

Structures, Class Task Structures, and Multi-Task Structures. Within the major

categories, most individual task structures vary along one or more dimensions

although certain dimensions remain constant. In such instances, there were

other important variations: whether or not students were required to be ac-

tively engaged in the activity, whether or not students were grouped for the

activity according to academic skill r achievement levels, and whether or

not the activity was chiefly academic with a reward structure based on academic

skills or achievement. Although the following analysis begins with the cate-

gorization of classroom activity according to Bossert's (1977a) dimensions,

some categories have been reorganized, especially within the multi-task cate-

gory. These newly organized categories more accurately reflect the organiza-

tion and activity of the classrooms under study. Detailed descriptions and

examples of the various categories used will comprise the main part of this

chapter. In addition, hypotheses will be advanced concerning the effects

each structure is likely to have on students and teachers.

One major premise of the task structure approach is that teacher and stu-

dent behavior is shaped and influenced by the intrinsic characteristics and

demands of the task structure. Observed teachers each had quite diffr_rent

personalities and teaching styles yet their behavior was surprisingly similar

when compared during similar activities. The following examples provide some

support for the hypotheses concerning the short-term consequences of activity

A c)
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structures. Later sections in this analysis will demonstrate the validity of

hypotheses for long-term effects.

The activity and/or task structures presented here are not meant to be

comprehensive of all those to be found in classrooms. Instead, they emerged

from analysis of data under study, and serve to describe how three fourth-grade

teachers organized instruction in their classrooms.

Large Group Activities

Large group activities generally are those in which most or all students

perform the same task under the control of the teacher. Examples might be

teacher-led discussions or oral recitation. Performances and evaluations tend

to be highly public and comparable since all students are able to both observe

their peers' performances and make comparisons among themselves. Thus, "top"

students stand out when they receive positive reinforcement as do the "bottom"

students, who usually are the focus of negative sanctions.

The public nature of large group activities dictates that teachers treat

all students equally, measuring them by the same standards of performance. To

do otherwise might be viewed as showing favoritism. Thus, a teacher who ap-

plies individualistic criteria for public rewards and punishments is likely to

experience considerable student pressure for equal treatment. Large group

activities are designed such that it is difficult for a teacher to handle di

cipline problems in a personal way. For example, teachers cannot both lead a

(.-1ass discussion and counsel an individual student. Thus, teachers tend to

handle infractions by using brief, public sanctions directed at the offending

student(s). Students who refuse to comply after a few desists from the teacher

often are sent out of the room. In addition, a large group activity generally

limits student-to-student interaction. Students who talk with each other
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during these activities are viewed as being disruptive. Teachers generally

establish a system like raising hands so that only one student talks at a

time. Interaction, are limited to teacher-to-student and student-to-teacher,

and few student-to-student interactions are tolerated.

Large group activities limit the behavior of teachers, although individual

personalities can moderate a given situation. Examples showing how teacher

personality can mediate the effects of task structures are included in Chapter

Four.

Table 2 delineates the structures for a number of different types of large

group activities categorized for Teachers 101, 202, and 501. These are pre-

sented and described below. In addition, for each large group activity, data

are presented to illustrate the number of minutes and percent of class time

allocated by each teacher.

Large Group Activities Ra and Rb

As the summary charts indicate, there are a number of different types of

large group activities. Two of these--Ra and Rb--are considered together be-

cause their characteristics and consequences are similar. A description and

discussion of each will be presented first. Then, examples drawn from the

narrative protocols under study will be provided.

Ra large group activities. Ra is a large group activity usually involving

the entire class. The teacher talks to or lectures the class and no response

is required or expected from the students. Most of the observed Ra type activ-

ity consisted of giving directions for work or giving information on rules and

expectations (standards and sanctions). Lecturing to convey academic knowledge

was rare.
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Tdhle 2. Large Group Activity Structure Categories

rxaripl el, of Act i vi ty

Teacher tal ks to class,
often gi vi ng direct ions;

student response is
required or expected

Rh Reci tat ion: teacher asks
questions; students
answer aloud, read aloud

I.

Rc Seatwork and hoardwork:
s'..,dents act i vely engaged

Ai le teacher presents
material

Pd , Presentation to group
such as movies; students
passively participate

1. -

Re Group activity: active
Jdrticioation of" whole
la ss, e.g. mus ic lesson

: Class or group dis-
; cuss ion unrel ated to

ac.itlemic material

Group
Si ze _
La rge

group

Large
group

Large
group

Organizing Characteristics
of Activity_ Structures

Division I Pupil
of Labor Choice 1

Evalua-
tinn4

Single Teacher None
task control

Large
group

Large
group

Large
group;

some-

times

small

groups

Single Teacher Public and
task control ; comparable

Sinye
task

-4-

Teacher Public and
control ; comparable

Single Teacher None
task control ;

but stu-
dent

attention:
not en- ;

forceG

Si ngle Teacher
task control ;

some
pupil

Si ngle Teacher None
task control ;

'some

pupil

choice ,

None

:r1 dM Rd activity, while the teacher is talking to the class no student

tons are tolerated since they are seen aS disruptions to the teacher's

--)en'aflon. Student behavior, which would be ignored i ri other circumstances,

, likely to be control led by the teacher giving a large nuHber of desists. Be-

the teacher's attent ion and respons ibi 1 i ty are focused on the whole class,

",, nal 1 im tierw work uut individua 1 , s tudent ;web ler,:s are di ff icul t.

4 c--
".,)
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Significant disruptions from students are likely to lead to students' temporary

removal fron the classroom.

All of the above camnents apply equally ..c) Rb type activities. What dis-

tinguishes the two is that Ra activities do not require any academic perform-

ance on behalf of students. Therefore, there is no differentiation between

students based on academic skills. No one stands out as being a high or low

perfuer. However, students who misbehave during large group activities by

talking, excessive movement, or inattention to the teacher will stand out dur-

iny Ra activities. These students probably will be disciplined frequently and

publicly, and therefore be identified by themselves and/or by other students

JS a subgroup or sub-type. "Good" students do not stand out in this way.

liteness is not likely to form as a result of Ra type activities.

One possible effect of a substantial amount of Ra activity, particularly

when colbined with a teacher giving clear instructions, is that students will

know exactly what is expected of them in other situations. Lower desist rates

..10 well occur in these activi.ties than might be experienced in classrooms

where less time is given to instruction-giving, and some misbehavior may be

the result of frustrated ch'ldren who are unaware of what to do. This is

likely to result in some disciplinary actions from the teacher.

As can be seen on Table 3, Teacher 202 devoted more time to this activity

than either of the other two (646 minutes), but the percentages of in-class

Table 3. Time Spent in Ra Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of Percent of
in activity total time in-class time

101 394 5.6 7.2
202 646 8.4 9.6

[

501 408 8.4 5.8

41,.1)
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tY7les dre very similar. One explanation for this might be that, in Classroom

211, time was taken for class meetings wherein rules were established or nego-

,i,oed. rhe other two teachers did'not do this.

Th larkje group activities. Rb activity is the closest to what Bossert

calls recitation type activities. It, too, involves a large group, usually the

owAre class. The teacher presents material to the class, eliciting responses

..!uestions. Another form of Rb occurs when the teacher calls on students to

r,Yd aloud from a text or ditto sheet. The teacher will praise those who do

well, and will criticize, although often in a gentle manner, those who make

'stakes.

As can be seen on Table 4, Teachers 101 and 202 are closest in the percent-

of 'n-class time allocated to Rb activities. However, the amount of time

Table 4. Time Spent in Rb Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time

Percent of

in-class time

)09
5t2:

272

394

220

3.9
5.1

2.8

5.0

5.8

3.1

,'1.,cated to this activity by Teacher 501 is close enough such that there was

osidered to be a great deal of difference among them.

:n nany respects the characteristics and consequences of Ra and Rb activ-

.',Ps ,ire similar. The Wportant and crucial difference is the public and cow-

1We nature of student performance and evaluation in an Rb activity. In an

activity it is clear to the whf,le class who are the high and who are the low

-orformers. The class is aware that performance is the key to receiving rewards

frul the teacher while low performance leads to negative responses. Students
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who are not actively performing are able to compare themselves to students who
ql

are, and thus can determine where they fit in the classroom hierarchy of skill

levels. Bossert found that in classrooms where recitation type activities pre-

dominated, student cliques fonned based on academic skills.

Exam les of Ra and Rb lar e 'rous activities. Teacher 501 generally was

the most rigid of the three teachers and usually tolerated only minimal amounts

of talking ard interactions among the students. The following excerpt is from

the first day of school and is exemplary of Ra large group activity.

The teacher says, "I need everyone's attention." She then
explains the procedures for playground equipment; she inter-
rupts herself describing where the balls are kept and who
can use them by saying, "1 need you to sit still (emphasis)
while I'm talking, not moving mouths or bodies." A student
starts to ask a question and the teacher says, "Your ques-
tion will have to wait until I am done." Another student
has his hand up. This is Billie, I believe, and the teacher
says, "You can't listen with your hand up." She then pro-
ceeds to say that they will take the balls and put them back
in the basket when they are done with them, that a student
will be picked each week to be'in charge of the balls. That
they are not to play with the ball exclusively, they are
just responsible for the balls. She then tells Lance that
he needs to sit down. Lance doesn't sit down. She then
says, "Sit down where you are, FREEZE." Lance makes several
jerking motions and then stops. Teacher 501 says, "Thank you."
She does not do this sarcastically, but with an even tone.
Lance then continues to move around and talk when the teacher
begins to address the class again; she then says to Lance,
"Come here a minute, you'll need to wait outside the class-
room door." When she finishes describing where the baskets
will be kept so the balls may be pled in it, she asks if
there are any questions. And a girl asks a question about
lunch. The teacher says, "1 really ...17't give you more in-
fonmation now, you'll have to wait forty minutes." She then
says to a boy, "I don't like it when you are moving when I
am talking; put those down, down now!"---referring to some
pick-up sticks that they oeed to take home, insurance papers,
lunch qualifying papers, etc.... She then interrupts her
talk to say to a girl rhetorically, "Do you hear people mov-
ing? I do, too; and I don't like it. You have to sit still."

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/8 11:15)



Rh large group activity was characterized by this excerpt frail Teacher

!Ws protocols. The students have just completed a math worksheet.

The teacher then asks the students to please tell what
answers '..ney have. He calls on Raphael, Eric, Juan,
Martfa, Thomas and says, "Excellent!" when they. give the
correct response. Thomas has been called on, and he
does not know what number they are on. :The teacher
and a number of students repeat it. He'finally gets
it, and gives the wrong answer. When he gives the
wrong answer, the otherstudents respond that it is
wrong, and the teacher tells him to go ahead and try
to figure it out. Sam is called on, and While he is
talking, Robert goes to the pencil sharpener and be-
gins to sharpen his pencil. The teacher gets a dis-
gusted look on his face but says nothing to him. They
continue discussing the answers. Thomas is beginning
to talk with Robert. The teacher turns to him and in
a firri voice says, "Thomas, you didn't do it right, so
would you please pay attention up here?" He points
his finger at the student. The students continue re-
sponding to the teacher. Danny answers correctly and
the teacher says, "Exactly." Carolyn is called on and
gives the correct response. The teacher turns and says,
"Thomas, please put that away." (The sense of this re-
mark is that "I'm tired of asking you to cooperate.")
Julio is called on and makes a mistake. The teacher
tells the other class members to please be quiet: "Just
a sec, let him have a try." Robert and Susie are
called on. The teacher then says to Donald, "I'm sure
you didn't because you were talking too much." (Donald
does not know where they are.)

(Teacher 101 Protocol 9/30 11:13)

'he above interaction lasted approximately six minutes. As can be seen,

hor 101 tolerated a fairly high level of noise, disruption and interaction

wiong students.

The next excerpts from the protocols of Teacher 202 demonstrate many of

.T characteristics of both the Ra and Rb type activities. Teacher 202 gener-

Ally tolerated moderate amounts of noise and movement in her classroom though

lss than Teacher 101. For the most part here interactions with the children

were carried out in a relaxed and informal manner, but her days generally were

lite structured and well-planned.

41
1
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The first example occurred during the second day of the term.

She picks up a yardstick in her right hand and passes the
yardstick along the numbers in a line pointing to each num-
ber. She tells the students that she would like to have
them double the numbers.... She then turns to the class and
asks, "Hold it just a second, Brad and Harry, I do expect
your attention and I want it right now." Teacher 202 moves
back to the board and writes more numbers. She then turns
and faces the boys and says, "I've got competition and

I

don't like it." The noise level immediately drops to 0 and
the students all face the teacher in attention. Teacher 202
then tells the boys, Brad and Harry, to put away their things;
they have been playing with the ruler. She says, "Tomorrow
we are going to have some races and this is what it is going
to look like." She writes some numbers on the board. She
turns and says, "Anytime now." She says this with some irri-
tation in her voice and a very expressionless face. A stu-
dent, some place in the room, says, "The teacher said,
'Anytime now.'" The teacher looks around the class and
says, "Okay, you kids have your choice, either do it now or
during recess. How many want to do it now?" She looks around
and most of the students raise their hands. She then says,
"How many later?" Only two boys raise their hands. They
are working on a book on their deic and not really paying
attention to what the teacher is asking. Teacher 202 returns
to the board and begins to write some more numbers. She
then asks the students to double the numbers and call out
the answers as she points to the board. She says, "Every-
body on the count of three." The students call out the an-
swers as she points to the numbers. Teacher 202 then turns
and faces the class and asks the students to count by two's
and then four's. As they are going through this procedure,
the students all fall apart and are in various levels of
attention.

4

(Teacher 202 Protocol 9/10 10:30)

The next example takes place a week and a half later.

She then talks about minus signs and during her instructions
she asks Dan to please pay attention. She says, "Be very
careful with the writing of numbers", and then she continues
to explain some of the other little things the students have
not done on their papers. She then says she would like to do
an exercise at the board with the students. She writes on
the board and asks the class where the commas and decimals go
in the numbers. Half a dozen students are looking at the
teacher. Donald gets up to sharpen his pencil. A lot of
the students are not watching the teacher but are glancing
around the room or playing with their pencils. Teacher 202
glares at the class and then turns and begins writing on the
board again. Brad has his arm stretched above his head.
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Harry is drawing pictures again. Donald puts 'his head down
on his desk. Rene is yawning and stretching but he does not
call out the answers to the questions when the teacher asks
the class something. The teacher turns around to the board
after Rere calls out the answers and Rene makes sone hand
signal!, to Harold. Rene and Harold are sitting at opposite
ends of Lone I. Rene is by the teacher's desk dnd Harold
is back by the sink. The teacher continues to instruct
at the board. Harry is turning pages in a book. The teacher
says when she finishes writing on the board, "Okay, you under-
stand that a little 5etter."

(Teacher 202 Protocol 9/2 9:4'..))

The teacher's own ccnments are revealing with regard to the pressure she

telt to treat all children equally during large group activities. In one of

her daily tapes, while discussing a large group poetry lesson, she said:

...I went ahead and asked them for some attention on this
and we repeated the poem a couple of times and then we
talked about some of the words in the poem asking what
their definitions were and I found hat there was some
response for different children, but the person who re-
cwonded was Harry and I felt that his explanations were
very good and he proved to be very knowledgeable of the
definitions so I was very, very pleased with his parti-
cipation. Again, it has come to my attention that even
though he pretends, so to speak, that he really isn't
1.stening or he really isn't doing the work with the
rest of us...he really is tuned in and he is getting
Y. so I am beginning to realize that I am going to
handle the situation differently. I just cannot be on
his back all the time if he gives me the impresssion
that he isn't doing his work. I think part of it is
that he is playing a game with me. Again, I do feel
that I can't alwdys excuse him and let him get by with
this whereas other children are being asked to control
themselves and to participate more, and he goes along
doing his own thing, so I am going to have to figure
something out on this...

(Teacher 202 Daily Tape 9/24 p. 1.)

'he weekly tape she comentled further about this:

Harry seems to be having problems adjusting to the par-
ticular guidelines which I set up. I have found that Harry
is very, very intelligent. He has indicated to me by his
responses sometimes that he seems to know what is going on
t-Nen though he may be involved in all kinds of activities
which are really not related to the work that we are doing.
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He usually is about the last person to put things away if I
ask the children to prepare to go outside or home or lunch.
He usually is the last person if I ask the children to do a
particular exercise in math or language. He is for the most
part on other activities such as doing something that relates
to math or art, and it doesn't actually bother him to be
doing the other activity, but it does bother me and I feel
that I am quite set on having the children perform in certain
ways when I am presenting new information or new instruction
and it does bother me when I look at a class and I can see
two or three people that are doing exactly what I wish them
not to do and that they are not giving me some form of atten-
tion. Now it may be the case with Harry that he is giving
me the attention, but it isn't in the way that other children
are doing it, and perhaps I may have to be the one that has
to bend somewhat. The only thing that bothers me in this
case is the possibility of some of the other children noting
this and saying to thenselves or to me or to the rest of the
class, "Why is it that Harry gets away with it and the rest
of us have to do it?" So I do feel that Harry and I are
going to have to have some kind.of common understanding as
to what is expected at certain times.

(Teacher 202 Weekly Summary 9/20-9/24)

There were occasions during Ra and Rb activities when all of the teachers

asked individual students to leave the room. Despite different personalities,

none of the teachers tolerated student movement or talking during large group

activities. All dealt with disruptions in fairly similar ways.

Rc Large Group Activities

Rc activities fall somewhere between recitation activities and class task

activities. The difference between Rc and Rb activities is that most or all of

the students are engaged positively in the activity. In a typical example, the

teacher assigns a math problem and calls a few students to work at the board

while the others do it at their desks. Once everyone has completed the problem,

the teacher spends a few minutes in the recitation mode, going over the problem

and explaining a few concepts. The teacher then assigns a new problem and the

process repeats itself. Everyone is doing the same task under the teacher's

direction. Performance and evaluation are public and comparable.
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The defining characteristic of an Rc activity is the active particlpation

_.. of dll students. Results of this activity will be similar to other recitation

types, hut with fewer desists. There are two reasons for this. First, actively

enya0d students are less likely to misbehave. Second, the class task phase of

the activity will bring down the average desist rate. The reasons for this are

discussed later.

Only Classroom 202 had appreciable amounts of Rc activity as Table 5 shows.

Table 5. Time Spent in Rc Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of Percent of
in activity total time in-class time

101 16 0.2 0.3
202 239 3.1 3.5
501 18 0.2 0.3

Rd Large Group Activities

Rd activities are those in which students only passively participate.

Watching movies or filmstrips arg common Rd activities.. During such- activity,

teachers usually do not demand student attention. Rd activities do not group

children, and generally they are involved with the activity so little interaction

occurs.

For the three classrooms, Table 6 illustrates that Rd activities were

Table 6. Time Spent in Rd Activities

Teacher Minutes spent
in activity

Percent of
total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 . 219 4.0 5,1
202 152 2.0 2.3
501 83 1.1 1.2
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observed to account for little of the time. Only Teacher 101 devoted regular

time to watching movies, and this accounts for the 5.1 percent of in-class

time in Rd activities for him.

Re Large Group Activities

Re type tasks are group activities not associated with academic subects,

and all students actively participate. Music, singing and games such as Simon

Says" and "7-Up" are examples of Re activities. Since the activities are

nonacademic, level of performance and its associated rewards and sanctions are

less influential than they are in other types of tasks. Children are not

encouraged to group themselves along academic lines. Because students are

actively involved and enjoy these activities, desist rates are lower than for

other recitation activities. However, the following example, which occurred

during a 7-Up game, demonstrates how Re activities can retain the public and

comparable nature of large group activities:

(The teacher) tel the people who are guessing that they have
one-half minute to guess, otherwise they will be passed over.
One girl is pointing while she is guessing, and she says, "The
one with the pink shirt." The teacher says, "Read it, read the
name". The girl repeats, "The one ith the pink shirt." The
teacher says again, "Read it." Then the teacher says, "That
says Evelyn." One of the boys sayS relatively quietly, "The
kid can't read."

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/8 10:00)

Teacher 202 was observed to have spent more time with Re activities,

Table 7. Time Spent in Re Activities

[ Teacher Minutes spent Percent of Percent of
in activity total time in-class time

101 116 1.7 2.1
202 354 4.6 5.3
501 147 1.9 2.1
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allocating w;er twice as much time as the Others. However, as Table 7 shows,

not much time was allocated to Re activities by any of the three teachers.

Rf Large Group Activities

Rf activities are classroan discussions unrelated to academic areas.

Often they deal with problems in the classroom, although discussions about a .

class project would enter into this category. Classroom discussions regarding

feelings and values' also would come under this type of activity.

. As can be seen on Table 8, while Teacher 101 spent almost no time on this

Table 8. Time Spent in Rf Activities

I'Teacher Minutes spent
in activity

Percent of
total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 8 0.1 0.1
202 202 2.7 3.0
501 111 1.4 1.6

activity, the other two teachers devoted some time to it. In all the discussions

of this type described in the three classrooms protocols, the teachers dominated

and manipulated, often quite subtly, the direction of the discussions. An in-

depth study of these discussions would reveal much about the dynamics of teacher-

student relationships. However, an exploration of these relationships is be-

yond the scope of this report.

Class Task Activities

Groups of students working by themselves or in small groups, usually in

Pairs, characterize class task activities. They perform the same task, though

not always at the same level. Sometimes part of the class is engaged in one

activity while another is engaged in a different activity. However, in
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Classrooms 101, 202, and 501 there were never more than three different activ-

ities occurring at the same time. In addition, in class task activities, per-

formance and evaluation generally are less public and often less comparable

than in large group activities.

In class task activities students generally are allowed more peer interac-

tion than in large group activities. Teachers do not appear pressured to main-

tain constant student involvement, and are able to be more personal with stu-

dents. Thus, teachers are able to spend time with individual students who need

extra help or have problems. Class tasks also are likely to lead to a lower

desist rate than large group activities.

The task structures for a number of different types of class task activ-

ities which occurred in Classrooms 101, 202, and 501 are summarized on Table 9.

These are presented and described below.

Cra Class Task Activities

In a CTa activity all students work on their own, doing the same task.

Worksheets, textbook problems, and tests are examples of materials for CTa

activities. A CTa activity is closest to the class task categorization des-

cribed by Bossert. Evaluation here generally is less public than in large

group activities, but it is comparable since all students are performing iden-

tical tasks.

For instance, sometimes students in Classrooms 101, 202, and 501 cor-

rected each other's work. In Classroom 501, top students corrected the work

of the rest of the class. Under these circumstances, performance and evalua-

tion were public and may have encouraged the formation of an elite group.

However, in general, nothing inherent in CTa activities promoted academically

-based peer groups as observed in these data. Time allocated to CTa activity

appears on Table 10.
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Table 9. Class Task Activity Structure Categories
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The degree of student interaction in CTa activities varied considerably.

Helping each other sometimes was considered to be cheating, whereas at other

times it was considered to be cooperation. Sometimes teachers insisted on

quiet and at other times they permitted some noise. All the teachers displayed

these variations but with differing emphases. The following example shows the

extent to which interaction and cooperation were possible during a CTa activity

in Classroom 101.

Students are working very well on their paper. This is a
word game which has to do with dogs, and they have to find
various names jumbled with other letters and circle them.
Peggy comes back to the desk and asks for a pencil. Teacher
101 says, "Oh, I've given you so many pencils this week."
Barbara, Marta, Susie, Fannie and Carolyn have emerged from
the rug in t're back of the room. They want to begin play-
ing with other puzzles and games. Teacher 101 asks them
if they have finished the word game. They 'shyly say no,
and the teacher asks them to return to their seats and
work on it. They do so. Danny is talking to Eddy about
the German Shepherd.that he has. He's telling him that
it's a pure German Shepherd and begins telling him about
how much fun it was. Teacher 101 is sitting in the back
of his desk, and he overhears this. He comments to me
that these games are fun because he hears so many different
anecdotes from the students and different things about
their lives outside of school.

(Teacher 101 Protocol 9/22 10:40)

When Teacher 101 gave tests, he li4ted interactions, and copying, which

was previously a form of helping, became "cheating." The next example concerns

his instructions for a math-facts timed test.

Teacher 101 says, "Okay, five minutes. Keep your eyes off
your neighbor's paper. In fact, hide your paper. Everything
you do on this I'm going to make you do again, so you better
know it. Keep your papers hid." The students then start on
their timed, multiplication test.

(Teacher 101 Protocol 9/21 9:55)

CTa activities provide the teacher with an opportunity to relate to the

children on an individual basis and to spend time with those who need it. The
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following protocol excerpt serves to illustrate this.

Teacher 501 then crosses the roam from area C back over
to Lance in area B and asks him in a quite voice, "Did
you not do the spelling test, because it was too hard?"
And Lance answers firmly, ."No. I had my hand up because
I didn't have any paper." The teacher raises up his desk
to look and see if he had a spelling book in it, which
he didn't. Teacher 501 asks Lance, "Where is the paper
I gave you yesterday?" Lance answers that he doesn't
know. She gets a spelling book from her desk and brings
it to him and says, "You begin on page two then."

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/10 p.4)

CTb Class Task Activities

For CTb activities the class usually is divided into two or three sec-

tions based on academic skills. The assignment for each group is of a CTa

type. The groups clearly and visibly are working at different levels. Once

children are assigned to a group, they essentially are locked into it. They

cannot progress faster than the group itself, and, although a child may be

-loved from one group to another, that movement is strictly under the teacher's

control. The children would appear to have no sense of controlling their own

fate. Table 11 displays time allocated to CTb activities.

Table 11. Time Spent in CTb Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 399 5.7 7.3
202 90 1.2 1.3
501 1122 14.4 16.0

As in the CTbr activities, children are placed in groups with distin-

guishing labels. In general, the groups having a recitation type activity

during CTbr activities (see below) are based on the groups previously arranged
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for CTb type activities. These tehd to promote the growth of academically-

based peer groups. ,Desist rates are unlikely to be higher tha they are during

other class tasx activities.

CTbb Ciass Task Activities

CTbb activities put children into groups depending on their grade levels.

This category was applijcable only to the two classrooms with mixed grades (101

and 202). Within each group in these classrooms, students performed a CTa

activity. Time spent in CTbb activities is shown on Table 12.

Table 12. Time Spent in CTbb Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity\ total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 486 69 8.9
202 5 0.1 0.1
501 0 0 0

A variety of arrangements of activities is possible, but two are most

common. If both groups are performing the same type task at the same time but

on different levels, a certain amount of comparison is probable, and a certain

amount of status will be gained by those in the more advanced levels. The

effects are likely to be different, however, when older-grade students are

performing a more advanced task then when a same-age peer is performing a more

advanced task.

CTbb also may involve children at each grade level performing totally

different types of activities. For ex.rple, third graders may do math while

fourth graders do spelling. On these occasions, a third grader is unlikely to

compare his or her work to a fourth grader's since both are doing different

tasks. Comparisons are likely only where others are performing the same or
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similar tasks. Or, if there is something special or rewarding about being in

one grade level or the other, then CTbb activities would tend to encourage peer

groups based on grade levels. Otherwise, such groups do not form.

CTbr Class Task Activities

During CTbr activities the teacher is eNaged in an Ra or Rb type activ-

ity with a fairly large group, involving usually one-third to one-half of the

students oresent in the room. Me remaining students are engaged in a class

task or multi-task activity. The students with the teacher usually are working

together at a particular academic level. They usuaily have some identifying

label such as "The Blue Group" or "Level B Spelling Group" or "The children

working in Math Packet. 67."

All the characteristics of Ra and Rb activities are the same for the

group singled out as for a recitetion activity. The fact that they are physi-

cally separated from the claL,s at large (grouped around a. taule or in an area

)4- the back of the classroom for this activity), and that they are identi_fied

dc being part of a group operating on a particular acac,emic level indicates

the power of CTbr activities for creating academically-based peer groups. Stu-

dents are likely to identify themselves as part of a particJar group and they

.ilso are labelled as such by the rest of the class.

CTbr activities place the teacher in a position where he or she is likely

to have to discipline more often. Not only must the students involved in the

r-,citation activity be "kept in line," but the rest of the class must stay

quieter than they otherwise might during a class task activity. Talking and

,)ise tends to interfere with the teacher's lesson. Further, the teacher's

attention iF concentrated on the recitation group, and other students, who may

require assistance, frequently are unable to get it and begin to misbehave and

d'srupt the rest of the class.
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As can be seen on Table 13, two classes, 501 and 101, had appreciable

Table 13. Time Spent in CTbr Activities

Teacher Minutes spent 'percent of
in activity t9tal time

Percent of
in-class time

101 142 \,.0 2.6202 23 0.3 0.3501 467 6.0 6.7

amounts of CTbr activity. The following examples are taken from those

classrooms.

Teacher 501 says to the entire group in Section C, "Finish all
of the pre-lesson and then, if you are finished, you may draw.
Since I am teaching this group now, . I don't want to be inter-
rupted. I have already gfven you enough directions on whatto do" Sandy is sitting in her seat in Section D. She
is doing something at her desk, but I cannot see what she is
doing. She may be drawing. Joann comes up to the teacher.
The teacher immediately says, "I have already given the dir-
ections." And she indicates that Joann is to return to her
seat in Section C.

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/13 10:07)

She tells everyone to put their hands on the orange section
of their spelling tkt books. She adds, "This is at the bot-
tom of page eleven." Then Teacher 501 continues, "What you
need to do is" She crosses to Section C. The boys who
had been playing on the rug have returned to the table in
Section C. She tells them, "You people may play another
game with lists, too." Bobby: "Huh?" Teacher 501 crosses
back to Section D. Teacher 501 (to Pink Group in D): "Be
quiet while I give instructions." Then she turns back to
Section C and says, "Play 82 on the rug. Don't make any
noise." She turns back to Section D. Then she immediately
turns back to C and says, "You people, Neil. What I have to
say here is important so I want you to freeze until I tell
you you may unfreeze." She turns back to Section 0, "You
write the words correctly, copying from the book. You write
in pen. Suppose you spell the word cat, 'k-a-t.'" The teacher
stops ard turns toward Section C and says, "All right, out-
side." She points to the door. "All right, outside." Bobby:
"All of us?" Teacher 501: "No. Luke." The teacher looks
toward Section B and says, "You people who are doing the
games. You are t: do them quietly. Joel, Michael...you are
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not in the same group." The noise from the spelling game is
disturbing Teacher 501 who is at the other side of the roam.
Teacher 501 says, "Blue Group....Blue Group. Listen to me.
You may whisper only." She begins her instruction again and
then Fays to Joel, "Joel, if I overhear you again, you will
go bacl% to your seat."

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/23 9:45)

The final examples of CTbr activity come from Classroom 101. Teacher 101

was workiny with the lowest reading group, most of whom were Spanish speaking

students who knew little English.

I notice that Juan is banging on the wall to the next room,
making little taps. The other students are chattering. Some
are reading. I note that Barbara is lying on her desk, not
reading or participating in the assignment. "Hey, people;
quiet down!" Teacher 101 says this from the back of the room
in a very loud, firm voice. I look at the group of Spanish
speakers and note that Jennifer is not paying attention. She
just keeps saying to the teacher, "Can I do it, can I do it?"
He says, "Yes." She picks up her book and then has to find
her place as she hadn't been following. Thomas is up and
then sits down again. Barbara is still not reading. Fannie
and Annette are talking. Donald, Thomas, Julio, and Enrique
are laughing and talking. Donald is turned around in his
desk and not reading at all. Ruben is throwing things out
the window

(Teacher 101 Protocol 10/13 10:45)

A few minutes later Teacher 101 decided to do.something about the

situation.

The teacher gets up and walks very quickly over to Donald.
He says, "Turn around, put your nose in that book, and
shut your big mouth." He turns Donald around and then
says something to the other boys in the group. I cannot
hear it, but his voice is very firm. He says something
to Eric, and then he moves over to Dee, Myra, Marta and
Carolyn. "Hey, you guys! You're too loud, too loud."

(Teacher 101 Protocol 10/13 10:50)

The relative size of the group working with the teacher seemed to be

quite important. When working with a few students or less than one-third of

i-he children in the room, the teachers appeared more tolerant of noise. They
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'to'!

also appeared more willing to interrupt what they were doing in order to assist

other students.

CTc Class Task Activities

During a CTc activity all or most children are working in the same sub-

ject area but at various levels. Children progress at their own rate. SRA

reading kits and self-paced workbooks are good examples of materials used in

CTc activities. The important characteristic is that children do have a fair

amount of control over their own progress. They also may be rewarded nn the

basis of progress rather than on their absolute level of performance. Children

clearly compare their level with that of other students. However,.since few

students are performing exactly the same task, CTc permits rewards to be given

on the basis of a child's progress rather than on an absolute level of

achievement.

Whether a teacher actually rewards progress rather than level of achieve-

ment may be influenced by such factors as a teacher's training, absolute stand-

ards set by the school, the district, or the state, and the extent to which

.the predominance of other structures encourage the teacher automatically to

select a specific mode of evaluation However, it should be noted that if

teacher bases rewards solely on progress, then the general effects of CTc activ-

ities, which limit a child's sense of belonging to academic groups, are likely

to be strengthened.

Children are much less likely to feel part of an academic group in CTc

activities thar they are in CTh activities. There is a real di71erence be-

tween being put into a clearly labelled group and working at alcertain level in

a workbook or a reading kit. Children placed at a specific level in a CTc

activity do not see themselves necessarily as being part of a group. There may
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be a developmental aspect to this lack of group identification. Older children

may be able to generalize from being placed at an academic level to being in a

group, though no evidence of such an occurrence appeared in any of the three

Classrooms studied.

CTc activities permit a flexibility on behalf of the teacher which is not

likely to occur in other class task activities or whole group activities. The

following example occurred because the activity structure permitted it, and

the teacher was willing to take advantage of the situation.

She puts the teacher's manual down and goes over and pulls
the map down. The map is a large wall map in front of the
room over the chalkboard in Zone 1. Tim goes up to look at
the wall map. He touches the map and the teacher says to
him, "Be careful, don't pull it down." Rene says to Tim,
"Do you see it?" Teacher 202 turns and says, "What are
you trying to see? The size of it? Look in the encyclo-
pedia and see what it says about the square miles of
Alaska." Tim walks back to the bookcase, gets out a book
and goes back.to his desk. Brad and Harry have a loud
discussion in Zone 1 over the planets. They seem to be
trying to convince Tim of soaething.

(Teacher 202 Protocol 9/21 8:15)

Table 14 displays the amounts of time allocated for CTe activities.

Table 14. Time Spent in CTc Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 29 0.4 0.5
202 878 11.5 13.0
501 0 0 0

1s can be seen, no time was coded for Teacher 501 for this type of activity,

while very little time was observed for Teacher 101. The 13 percent of in-

class time coded for Teacher 202, however, indicates that CTe activities formed

the basis for a great deal of instruction in Classroom 202. This becomes
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Interesting in light of analyses presented later in this chapter.

CTd Class Task Activitles

CTd activities .Are art projects. The main difference between a CTa and a

CTd activity is that a CTd activity does not concern academic areas. Students

still work on their own at their desks. However, being a nonacademic activity,

the formation of academically-based-peer groups is not encouraged. Teachers

apparently allow more talking and interaction among.students than in other

class tasks. For these three classrooms, CTd activities occurred infrequently.

Time allocated appears on Table 15.

Table 15. Time Spent in CTd Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time

Percent of
in-class Ome

A.

101 182 2.6 3.3
202 120 1.6 1.8
501, 263 3.4 3.8

CTe Class Task Activities

CTe activities are small group activities where all groups perform the

same task at the same level. Groups usually consist of two, or sometimes

three, students. Pairs of students using flash cards is a typical CTe activ-

ity. CTe activities encourage a high degree of interaction among children.

The de0!.t rate is likely to be lower since the teacher encourages talking and

interaction between children.

There were no CTe activities coded for Classroom 101. and very few noted

for the other two classrooms. Allocated time is on Table 16.
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Table 16. Time Spent in CTe Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 0 0 0
202 220 2.9 3.3
501 105 1.3 1.5

CTf Class Task Activities

CTf activities are related to CTe activities, bit children are grouped by

the teacher on the basis of academic skills. Since the groups are small, the

effect on peer groups is to reinforce other patterns of academic grouping

rather than to be the source of its information.

Only Classroom 202 had an appreciable amount of CTf activity. This is

,shoWn on Table 17. A number of factors which will be discussed later in the

section on grouping caused the planned CTf activities in Classroom 202 to be-

come CTe activities. For the most part, the teacher allowed the skill groups

to reform as friendship groups.

Table 17. Time Spent in CTf Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time

Percent of 1

in-class time

101 0 0 0
202 430 5.6 6.4
501 0 0 0

1

MulLi-Task Adtivities

Multi-task activities are characterized by students working either on

their own or in small groups on a variety of tasks. The students have
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considerably more control over what they do and when they do it, and they in-

teract relatively free. Perfonnance and evaluation are the least public and

the least comparative of all the activity structures. The teachers are able

!.o relate to students in a personal and individual manner. nesist rates are

likely tu be quite low since much of the talking and interaction that normally

would be controlled is accepted here, and even expected. Another, perhaps

more im portant reason for low desist rates is that the teacher is quite often

unaware of behavior that normally would be subjected to desists if there was

Ins happening in the classroom.

The two types of activities labeled multi-task which are described briefly

b.?low fit the category. There was little student control in either, and inter-

actions often were limited. However, these activities did allow more interac-

ton than did class task activities, performance and evaluation were less

public, and they discouraged grouping on an academic basis.

Multi-task activities observed in Classroaus 101, 202, and 501 are sum-

r.arized on Table 18. These are presented and desc, ibed below.

Table 18. Multi-Task Structures

T
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M7d Arts and Crdfts stu-
dents work on one or
rore projects, often
working together

re 1/2 class or more do-
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Free Time; small
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L__ .
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_ _ .
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trol; sone
pupil choice

--t

Less public;
nut comparable

High teacher Public and
ccntrol for comparable
sore; sone
pup'l control
for :est

Moderate

PM01
choice

t
l.ess public;
not. Compdrab!O
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MTd Multi-Task Activities

Mid activities, like CTd's, involved art projects. The difference between

the two is that during an MTd type activity, the children are allowed to move

and interact freely. It is not unusual for small groups to work together on

projects. During CTd activities, however, children usually work by themselves

at their own desks. Desist rates are likely to be lower than in CTd activi-

ties for the same reasons that any multi-task activity is likely to have lower

rates than class task or large group activities.

As can be seen on Table 19, there are no MTd activities coded for Teacher 501.

Table 19. Time Spent in MTd Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total tfme

Percent of
in-class time

101 122 1.7 2.2
202 311 4.1 4.6
501 0 0 0

In that students' movement in the classroom was limited, and an essential char-

acteristic of this activity is student mobility, this perhaps is to be expected.

Even so, little lime was observed for this activity for any of the teachers.

The activities described in the proticols which were rated as MTd types tended

to be more creative art activities and were often the artistic phases of academic

projects. Classroom 202's work on dinosaur dioramas is a typical MTd activity.

The examples that follow for Teachers 501 and 101 occurred during the

second day of class and offer an interesting comparison between CTd and MTd

activities. There are also indications of ot.her differences between the three

cicssroans studied.

The art project in Classroom 501 clearly fell into the CTd category.

Ch-ildren were to work on their own at their desks. They were given sheets of

(;()
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black constructionpaper with sheep outlined on them, and they were told to cut

the sheep out and paste cotton wool on them. The following was coded CTd:

Five children are now out of their seats. Teacher 501 says,
"All right, I need all children, that means you (indicating
a child) and you (indicating another child), and everyone
in their seats." Ida is still talking with Teacher 501.
Lance has walked over to Claude's desk and they are carrying
on a conversation. Claude is exploring some books that are
on a shelf in Section C close to his desk. He is standing and
out of his seat. Lance now walks to Shawn. Neil walks to
the trash can. Ida leaves. Teacher 501 says, "All right,
who's finished and wants to put their sheep up?" Lance re-
turns to his desk and begins working with his sheep.
Teacher 501 says, "All right, Marcia." Marcia comes up to the
teacher who is standing by the bulletin board in Section A.
She whispers to MarCia that she is to call the people like
this, "Give them eye contact...." After she finishes saying
this, five students still are out of their seats. Myrna and
another girl are having a play fight on the way back to their
seats. The fight, howev'er, is not disruptive. Everyone is
now seated except for Marcia who is calling people to put
their work on the bulletin board.

4 ;Teacher 501 Protocol 9/10 10:15)

Notice that despite Teacher 501's efforts to have children stay in their

seats, there were considerable amounts of interaction, more than usual for a

class task activity in this classroom.

The art activity in Classrom 101 was difficult to categorize. Students

were making stained glass windows on white paper using heavy, black crayon

lines as the lead. Although Teacher 101 asked the students to work by them-

selves, a great deal of interaction occurred at first. This excerpt was cate-

gorized MTd:

Teacher 101 says that he expects beauty. The students
are mainly talking amongst themselves. The teacher is
monitoring the students and making certain they have
the correct materials as well as giving them various
ideas. Again Bill is conversing freely amongst the
students in his cluster and working on the assignment.
Many of the students are looking at other students'
work. One student, Robert, begins to look at another
one's work and begins to give a criticism of it. As
Teacher 101 walks by, he says, "And when were you an
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art critic?" The teacher then turns to the class and
says, "Now, let's not give away our artistic views.
Let's work individually and see how nice we can make
this."

(Teacher 101 Protocol 9/10 10:35)

At this pont the activity coded became CTd, for Teacher 101 began to work with

a small group on something else and insisted on quiet in the rest of the room.

In MTd activities children get their own material. A lot of movement and

interaction takes place. Although the activity appears chaotic, much work gets

done. The following example demonstrates Teacher 202's ability to handle

problems on an individual, personal basis during ulti-task activities.

Teacher 202 now explains again what is necessary for com-
pleting the project, "Getting Acquainted with Myself."
The teacher tells the students that they are to get
magazines at the back of the room and cut pictures out
of these magazines that relate to their lives. She
gives them examples. For instance, if one of the stu-
dents runs across the number 8, they could cut that out
if there were eight numbers in their family. If they
liked hamburger', they could cut a picture out of a
hamburger or a camper if they went camping, etc. The
students make random responses to this, and the noise level
increases somewhat. Teacher 202 then tells the students
not to do any pasting yet, that they are later going to
make a big picture with all of these things that they've
cut out and then paste these pictures into a book. The
students are talking so loudly at this point that
difftcult to hear the teacher. Teacher 202 moves over
to Harry and begins talking with him quietly. I assume
that this is an attempt to put Harry under control.
He's been laughing'and talking loudly. As Teacher 202
leaves, Harry b2gins to work.

(-leacher 202 Protocol 9/10 11:22)

The next excerpt describes a later moment in the same activity.

She tells the students where the magazines belong, and
she encourages them to share. Teacher 202 holds the
magazines up and points out various ideas for them to
use for their project. The students are moving about
picking out magazines. Teacher 202 moves to the back of
Zone 1, and begins to pass out magazines to some of the
students.... The students are looking at magazines,
ripping out pictures. Harry is at the back of the room
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in Zone 1 with Marcia and they are at the magazine stack.
Harry says, "Everybody calls you Stinky." Marcia just
laughs at him." Teacher 202 talks to Donnie for a few
minutes and then moves back to her desk, picks up a
paper and carries it to the board taping it up. She
goes back to the magazine stack and says, "Hey, don't be
ripping things up." She is talking to Br4d and he nods,
"Okay." Teacher 202 shuffles the magazines and talks to
the boys at the stack (I cannot hear what is being
said). Kristy sits in Zone 2 at the end by herself.
Everyone else is working in groups on their magazines
and chatting. The students are busy with their magazines.

(Teacher 202 Protocol 9/10 12:35)

MTe Mutli-Task Activities

MTe activities do not quite fit into either the class task or the multi-

task category. During an MTe activity, one-third to one-half of the class is

engaged in free time or in multi-task activities, while the remaining members

are involved in a highly evaluative task such as taking a test or having papers

graded. Generally, MTe activities tend to reinforce academically-based peer

groups. The group under evaluation usually is one already fbrimed for other

activities such as for reading or math. The desist rate is likely to be higher

since the teacher is attempting to maintain quiet in the class while working

with the smaller group.

The chief difference between MTe and CTbr activities is that the small

group activity is not of the recitation type. Usually most of the class is

doing busy work or something to occupy themselves while the teacher works with

the other group.

It will be noted on Table 20 that Teacher 202 allocated ho time to MTe

activities, and that none of the teachers devoted much time to them.
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Table 20. Time Spent in MTe Activities

Minutes spent
in activity

Percent of
total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 51 0.7 0.9
202 0 0 0
501 213 2.7 3.0

MTg Multi-Task Activities

MTg activities involve individuals or small groups working on a variety

of tasks. All of the tasks are done under the direction of the teacher. For

example, the teacher might tell the students to finish previously unfinished

work. Some students might be finishing their math worksheets, others their

spelling and still others teacher-assigned pages in a language workbook.

The time allocated in the three classrooms for MTg activities is displayed

on Table 21. It can be seen that Teachers 202 and 501 allocated more time to

these activities than did Teacher 101. The discussion that follows serves to

illustrate how MTg activities were manifested in Classrooms 101 and 202.

Table 21. Time Spent in MTg Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 173 2.5 3.2
202 443 5.8 6.6
501 449 5.8 6.4

Teacher 202's dinosaur project was an example of an MTg activity. There

were various parts of the project: outlining a story or history of dinosaurs,

1:stening to tapes about them and answering questions, and making a dinosaur

diorama. All the students had to participate in each phase of the project, but
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each student worked on parts in different order. The following excerpt conveys a

clear impression of what activity and interactions occurred during this type

of activity. It also shows the extent to which Teacher 202 controlled the

activity.

Harold i s stil 1 worki ng on the same project. Teacher
202 now moves over to help the girls who are outlining
the "Reptile" book. She tells the students who are
writing outlines not to use big sentences, but only a
few words under the different headings. Teacher 202
then goes over to work with Donald and Xavier who are
working on something else (I'm unsure as to what they
are working on exactly). Harry and Brad talk while doing
the diorama, i.e., coloring dinosaurs and tree figures.
Teacher 202 comes over and asks Harold to work on the
diorama now that he is finished with the shading project,
which is apparently related to math. The time is 11:15
a.m., the noise level is 0+ to 1, Harry and Brad are
talking about Disneyland at this time. Teacher 202
tel Is the students who have been li stening to the reptil e
tape that they'll do their outlines tomorrow. She tells
them this after the tape is canpleted. Richard canes
back from the group and looks out the window while seated
on the heater. Teacher 202 walks around assisting those
students who were sitting at the middle table working on
the dinosaur outline. She moves and tells Rene and
Elwood to "come on!" with irritation. She tells these
two boys that she doesn't know if she's just irritated
or i f they're getti ng on her nerves by bei ng out of
line. The time is 11:20 a.m. As the students come back,
they start working on the diorama, i.e., back from the
group which is listening to the Reptile tape. I notice
at this time that Emilio's coloring work is quite crea-
tive, more so than some of the other boys. Donnie at
this time is looking at a book on the sea; he has been
doing this for sometime. The book is one of the Time-
Life series books. Teacher 202 tells him to put it away
and to work on the dinosaur project, i.e., the diorama.
She doesn't tell him this with irritation but it is an
attempt to direct him to the tasks which everyone 0-e
s worki ng on. Donnie takes hi s book back to the b -

shel f and then he wanders around towards the front
the room. Teacher 202 continues assisting students who
are outlining. One of the students says that Donnie is
shooting rubber bands. I was unable to identify that
student. The teacher says, "Yeah (to Donnie), I' ve been
wondering how long it would take you to settle down."
She tells him to throw away the rubber bands. The time
is 11:25 a.m. He now stands near the door and wanders
around. (I believe he is looking for the waste paper
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basket which is over between Harry and Brad.) Teacher
202 goes to Shane and Belinda and asks them to start
working on something. She says, "It's a puzzle how
I keep telling you guys b keep going." Donnie final ly
goes over to get scissor, and begins working on his
diorama.

(Teacher 202 Protocol 9/21 11:10)

MTg activities also allow a great deal of teacher-student interaction

that is not typical of class task on large group activities. The following

excerpt for Teacher 202 illustrates this opportunity.

Teacher 202 walks back to the center group and sits down
on the desk which is nearby. She smiles and seems to be
joking with Elwood and Harold. She then turns to Rene
and says, "Neat idea, huh Rene?" Rene looks up at her
and smiles. The bel l rings. Kristy walks back in the
door and sits down at her desk. Teacher 202 is ci r-
culating through Zone 1. Harold says to the teacher,
"How are you going to do a crocodile?" She looks at him
and says, "You'll have to read about it." Peter walks
up to Teacher 202 and shows her his paper. She smiles
at him. He puts it over on his desk. She walks over to
Tanya and says something. The students are still in
groups and there is quite a bit of activity going on in
the room.

(Teacher 202 Protocol 9/16 1:15)

Teacher 202's own description of the dinosaur project follows:

In the area of the social sciences, one of my objectives
was to incorporate .,.he study with other studiesfor
instance, the science project, which was based on the
theme of reptiles and dinosaur, has involved not only
the science aspect ....studyi ng the actual fact s regard-
ing this particular category, but it has also involved
outl ining and creative writing, and has involved listen-
ing activities where children were involved in smal
groups 1 istening and partici pati ng i n this type of
si tuat ion. It has al so i nvol ved creative crafts...the
working with clay in the participation .through the
art media. The building of dioramas and the ccnpi ling
of a booklet which will be entitled, "The Study of
Reptiles and Dinosaurs." This has beeth, probably, the
most enjoyable type of activity the chfldren have experi-
enced. I am really pleased that we have been able to
integrate this particular study in the social sciences
so well and I feel that the response has been so gratify-
ing that it does not become a big hassle for me to
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pursue new activities; ard if I introduce new activitic!s
such as outlining or creative writing, the children
respond very favorably.

(Teacher 202 Weekly Summary 9/20-9/24 p.2)

Teacher 101 described some of the advantages of a plan which permitted him

to operate a program that was essentially an MTg activity.

I have at least three other reading type labs that
I want the children to be familiar with so if they're
finished with the basic reading program that L.U.
has set up, and I've gone along with that when they're
through, they can go somewhere else and work
on some reading concepts, reading skills, anywhere
from comprehension to usage of words that really
borders and slops over into the area of language
arts. If they have these places to go and they
know that's where they can go to, little by little
it'll start working a little smoother, and it will
give me some more time to zero in on students that
are having particular problems, taking smaller
groups, and not having the other students feeling
(I guess that's my biggest fear) that t.hey will
get through their work and they then can feel that
because I'm spending some time with other students
that they either don't have my time or I'm not
interested, to have them able to do something and
then be able to come up and say, "Hey. Teacher 101,
I did four RFU's today," and I can come back and say,
"Damn, that is neat."

(Teacher 101 Tape 10/12 p.5-6)

Miscellaneous Activities

Free Time (FT)

FT stands for free time. Students work, or do almost anything they wish

in the classroom. Students are able to have a great deal of interaction with

each other and the teacher. The following excerpt for Teacher 202's classroom

is an example:

The time is 12:45 a.m. The students continue to play with the
play activity, consisting of puzzles and checkers. Rutila
joins Eleanor with the puzzle. Teacher begins to say some-
thing about Lennie having a difficult time "getting with it,"
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hut at this time Lennie walks over and stands next to Thomas
who is sitting right in front of us. Teacher 202 then talks
with him and asks him if he lives in the area. Lennie tells
the teacher that he does. Teacher 202 then asks him if he
has any brothers and sisters who are living with him. Lennie
says he IS an older brother but his brother isn't living
with him because he had to move because his brother was
stealing and trying to get Lennie to steal , so his mother
kicked him (the brother) out. Lennie then goes over to play
checkers with Brad. Luis and Rene play a dice game using
the numbers on the board as an additional game that is on
the blackboard. Donald works alone on a puzzle. The noise
level throughout has remained a 1, surprising for the activity
the students are engaged in. The teacher gives Harry some
clay to work with. This is somewhat of a special treat
since she told the students that they couldn't have any more
clay. Harry calls Rene over and asks him to make a snake
for him out of clay.

(Teacher202 Protocol 9/28 12:40)

Desist rates are likely to be quite low in this activity. Table 22

lustrates the amount of time allocated to FT activities.

Table 22. Time Spent in FT Activities

Teacher Mi nut es spent Percent of Percent of
in activity total time in-class time

101 440 6.3 8.1
202 69 0.9 1.0
501 216 2.8 3.1

i

,

D.ecess and Physical Education Time _(REC and PE)

Recess is outside free play time. Having no planned or structured activ-

'' the grouos of children may organize games, but none are teacher-

f'gari zed and particiption i s voluntary. Recess .7l ows student interactions

'o occur freely.

PC. or physical education is distinguished from recess in that activities

d re structured games generally planned by the teacher. Almost all the PE
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activities in the three classrooms studied involved competitive games. Times

which were designated as PE by teachers but which consisted only of free play

in the school yard were coded as recess times. The time allocated to REC or

PE activities appears on Table 23.

Table 23. Time Spent in REC/PE Activities

Teacher Minutes spent Percent of
in activity total time
REC PE REC PE

101 1318 220 18.8 3.1
202 644 274 8.4 3.6
501 . 589 192 7.57 2.46

. No behavioral controls were repc.ted for recess and PE, but the likelihood

is that desist rates would be very low during recess and relatively higher

during PE.

During competitive PE, it is likely that peer group patterns, established

during in-class time, would not necessarily hold since athletic -prowess becomes

the rewarded attribute. The effects of PE on peer group paterns would be well

worth studying, although the data in this study are insufficient for analysis

of such factors.

Transition, Organization, and Clean-up Time (TrOC)

Because these activities occurred frequently in various combinations, and

their indiOdual or combined effects were similar, they have been coded as a

single kind of event. Transition time was the time before an activity

begins, or the time following the end of one activity and the beginning of the

next. Time spent entering the classroom and settling down also was coded as

transition time, as was that spent lining-up or preparing to leave the class-

room. Organization time was time s.pent on activities of an organizational
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nature related to other-than-instructional business. Things such as collecting

lunch money and taking attendance were typical examples. If the teacher con-

ducted organizational activities while also conducting instructional activity,

however, then the time was coded to that category of instructional activity.

Only when students waited while the teacher completed organizational activity

was tine coded to it. Clean-up time was that time students spent cleaning-up

after an activity, and this occurred most frequently following art. Times

ollocated by each of the teachers to this category are displayed on Table 24.

Tab!e 24. Time Spent in TrOC Activities

mmcher Mi nutes spent

n act iv i ty

Percent of
total time

Percent of
in-class time

101 925 13.2 16.9, 1137 14.8 16.9
501 1130 14.5 16.1

Desist Rate Analysis

'he analysis presented here concerns the number of desists which occurred

c-.:r each 100 minutes spent in the various types _of activities identified above.

ollowing Rossert (19//b), desists are "a teacher's request for a child, group

t,he entire class to stop an activity that violates classroom rules" (p. 556).

rivs definition is consonant with Kounin's (1970, p.2) use of the construct.

Desist rates are good indicators of the effects of interactive processes

wn'ch occur in classrooms. High, overall desist rates indicate that a teacher

s expending considerable time and energy on di sc ipl ine. This is 1 ikely to

have significant effects on the teacher's perceptions of anu relationships with

*he students. In turn, this can affect students' self-images and their
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relationships with each other. Further, when a teacher directs a large number

of desists to the whole class, he or she may begin to view the students in

toto as a difficult group. The students then may begin to view themselves

that way and behave in a manner consistent with this self-image. This behavior,

in turn, reinforces the teacher's perceptions.

Certain groups in the classroom receiving a disproportionate number of de-

sists also may be identified as problem groups by the teacher and/or by them-

selves. Such identity well may influence the teacher's treatment of these

groups and their relationships with the other students. Subjected to a rela-

tively high number of desists, a group may develop a strong group feeling,

thus isolating and separating them from the rest of the class. This phenomenon

is discussed more fully in Chapter Four.

In addition, high rates of group desists addressed to "boys" or to "girls"

can have important implications for sex role development. Commands to boys may

differ in content from commands to girls. The differences may reflect already-

established behavior patterns or they may generate new patterns. In either

case, high rates of desists either to boys or girls and/or differential treat-

ment may reinforce specific types of self-images.

Of course, individuals also may receive a high rate of desists. This may

influence the teacher's perceptions of these students and their own self-images.

When desists are public, how other students view and interact with those

receiving them can be influenced.

Table 25 presents the time spent in various activities by types and the

desist rates for each during the first six weeks of school for Teachers 101,

202, ard 501. Activities are categorized by types, i.e., large group, class

task, multi-task, and miscellaneous. Each activity type is further broken

into its component, categories. Information presented is in relation to each
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structure and in total for each of the four major activity groups.

'ine is presented in three ways: by total amount of time for each category,
)y t..otal amount of class time (i.e., time spent in all activities, instruc-

. r1(11 Us well LI'S recess, P.L., lunch, etc.), and by total amount of in-class
,ime .e. t ime spent .in classroom instructional activities only). Desist

r(ites then are. presented for each category in terms of the number of desists

)Lscrit..L: per 100 minutes of activity. It should be noted that not all of the

4,)achers used al l of the task structures that appear on this table. Tni,s is

'IdCd by drawn dashes through the appropriate'cells which do not apply for

(IC her.

(wrier to understand the amalgamation of data in relation to activ,ity

-r;ce analysis presented in the remainder of this report, some explapation

erder. rirst, structure CTbr has been placed with the large

ro.x ictivities for purposes of analysis because, during CTbr, the teadher

ve)ro.,witn one-third of one-hal f the class in a reci tation format. White other

;dents are engaged in class task or mult task activities during CTbr, the

for students engaged in recitation with the teacher is the same as for

1.:cl+at..ion in large group recitation activities Ra and Rb. In these activities

w.1! 5e recalled that instruction is under control of the teacher and evalu-

. ..n of student performance is made public and comparable. Thus, since CTbr

ot iv :es resembles Ra and Rb activities it has been placed with them for

" "3 ana!ysis.

A sCorKi reassignment
of a category that is obvious is that Rd, a large

activity by definition of the defining characteristics, has been placed

the miscellaneous category. T-his is because Rd activities were those in

wh,ch stidents were passive observers and did not participate actively, such

curing the watching of a film. Thus, because no opportunity was made
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availa!)1e. for orticipation of students evaluation of student performance

and opportunity for observing desists were absent.

A third category reassigned waF, MTe, during which the teacher is testing a

small group of students while the others, usually one-half the class or more,

are engaged in multi-task or free time activities. Because the hybrid nature

of MTe made it impossible to assign it consistently to either of the three

major instructional activity groups, it was reassigned to t.he miscellaneous

category.

Data on Table 25 arebpresented such that it is possible to consider for

purposes of discussion the amount of time allocated to,varinus activities and

their activity structures by each teacher and the desist rates in relation to

these. .Care must be taken, however, when cowaring classrooms solely on the

basis of activity structures and desist rates since there are many factors

which can influence both. However, inasmuch as Bossert (1977b) discovered

that rates of desists were associated with types of activity structures, it

was considered to be worthwhile to pursue this possiblity. In fact, as will

be made apparent in the renainder of this report, such differences did emerge

in this analysis for the three teachers and their classroans under analysis.

In terms of time for activities, as can be seen on Table 25 all three

teachers allocated far more in-class time to class task activities than-to the

other categoric;,. Teachers 101 and 501 spent 2 1/2 times as much in-class time

on class task activities than on large group activities, while Teacher 202

spent 1 1/2 times more. In addition, none,oc the teachers devoted much in-

class time to multi-task activities, although Teacher 202 did spend 11.2 per-

cent of her instructional-time with such activities. These data are particu-

larly interesting when desist rate inforilia6on is examined for each category.

In all three classrooms, large group activities had by far the highest desist

'1

PAY407
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rates while class task or multi-task activities had half as many or fewer.

This pattern was maiJitained from week to week. Although the multi-task activ-

ity desist rAte sometimes was higher than that for class, task activities for a

particular week, the large group activity always was much higher than the

others. (Data from Table 25 on a week-to-week basis for each teacher appears

as Appendix A.)

Teachers 101 and 501, whose teaching styles can be said t6 have varied

. widely, nevertheless allocated similar amounts of in-class tine across large

group, class task, and multi-task activities, and their desist rates were

similar within each major category as well. Table 25 reveals the differences

in allocation of in-class time to various activity structures within the three

major activity categories for each teacher, illustrating dramatically the

difference in their style. These important differences had considerable im-

pact on other aspects of their classrooms, particularly on the academic and

social groups that formed. The discussion later in this.report which focuses

on peer group associations explores this phenomenon further. The important

point to be made here is that, as Bossert found, desist rates seem to relate

to types of activity structures for these data as well. Whether this is a func-

tion of the aivities themselves or other factors such as a given teacher's

over-all stylf was not possible to determine from these data.

Looking at the desist rates for the three teachers in relation to large

group activities also is revealing. While Teacher 202 had the highest percent-

age of in-class time devoted to large group activities (27.5 percent vs. 17.3

for Teacher 101 and 19.6 for Teacher 501), she also had the lowest desist rate

fur these activities (15.5 per 100 minutes compared to 23.4 for Teacher 101

and 21.6 for Teacher 501). There are a number of potential reasons for this.

Of course, part of the 'explanation could rest in the varying tolerance levels

r
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among the three teachers in relation to off-task student behavior. Another

explanation might be that there were fewer disruptive students in her class.

In direct relation to activity structures, however, analysis of Teacher 202's

classroom protocols reveals that considerable time was spent giving specific

and clear direcJons to her students, both in relation to instructional pro-

cedures and to appropriate and inappropriate social behavior.

Tedcher 202 allocated 9.6 percent of in-class time to Ra activities, the

main function of which is to give directions, and 3.0 percent of in-class time

to Rf activities, Which are class discussions unrelated to academic activities.

In Teacher 202's case, these discussions centered on clarifying What consti-

tuted appropriate student behavior in her class. In itself, this would tend

to limit problems during other activities, resulting in an expected decrease

in desists. Apparently, this was the direct result. In comparison, when

considered in toto for all three teachers, Ra and Rf tasks combined accounted

for 12.6 percent of in-class time in Classroom 202, but only 7.3 percent in

Classroom 101 and 7.4 percent in Classroom 501. Clearly, Teacher 202's attempts

to clarify both precedures and appropriate student behavior while carrying

these out contributed to a lower desist rate.

Another interesting aspect of the allocation of time to large group task

structure categories for the three teachers is that for CTbr activities (one-

third to one-half the class engaged in a recitation activity--Ra or Rb--while

the others are engaged in class task or mu1ti-task activities), and Rc activ-

ities (stuaents active'y engaged in seatwork and boardwork while the teacher

presents material). As can be seen en Table 25, Teacher 202's allocated in-

class time is directly the inverse of the other two teachrs for these two

activities. She allocated 0.3 percent ii-class time to CTbr and 3.5 percent

time to Rc, while Teacher 101 allocated 2.6 percent to CTbr and 0.3 percent to
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Rc, and Teacher 501 allocated 6.7 percent to CTbr and 0.3 percent to Rc. While

these are small amounts of allocated in-class time, a camparison among the

three teachers of the desist rates during such times nevertheless is revealing.

As can be seen, while Teacher 202 registered far fewer desists per 100 minutes

tor both kinds of activities, all three teachers registered fewer for CTbr

than for Rc activities. In fact, Teacher 501's desist rate almost doubled for

Rc activities, indicating apparent recognition of this as an undesirable activ-

ity for her instructional system in that she allocated such a small segment

of in-class time to it.

An examinetion of data for class task activities, particularly fior CTb and

CTc activities, reveals a similar comparison between Teacher 202 and the other

'two. It will be recalled that both CTb and CTc activities allow for more stu-

dent coptrol over both work and progress. Students' work is less comparable

since everyone works at his or her own level in CTc activity and each group

works at its own level in CTb activities. In each of these two activities,

students are rewarded on the basis of progress rather than on absolute skill

levels. In addition, evaluation necessarily is less public since the teacher

must wc either with individuals or with groups of students.

As Table 25 shows, Teacher 202 allocated only 1.3 percent of in-class time

to CTb activities and 13 percent to CTc activities. On the other hand,

Teacher 101 inversely devoted 7.3 percent in-class tiire to CTb and only 0.5

percent to CTc, while Teacher 501 allocated 16 percent to Cllo and no time to

CTc. Interestingly, while Teacher 202's desist rate was less than half that of

the other two teachers during CTb activities, her desist rate almost doubled

for CTc activities while Teacher 101's desist rate declined almost proportion-

at2ly. Clearly for Teacher 202, individuals working at their own rate caused

an increase in desist behavio! while this apparently was not so for Teacher

Op
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NI. It should be noted, however, that both classrooms were split-level in

' erns of grades, Classroom 501 being a combination third-fourth grade class

,,nd Classroom 202 a fourth-fifth grade class. This difference in age combina-

Ion way account for some of the desist rate differences. However, it is more

I 'kely a function of the teachers' individual tolerance levels for disparate

,f,udent off-task behavior.

Comparison of transition, organization and clean-up time (TOC) also is

Interest ing. As indicated earher, times for these three activities were com-

Th:s was because organization time seldom occurred by itself but always

conjunction with other activities. Thus, even though the teacher was col-

If.ct i ny lunch money or taking attendance, students were engaged in other, iden-

ifiable instructional activities. Similarly, transition and clean-up time

)verlapped, or sone of the students frequently were engaged in an activity

while others were moving to the next, making coding for the entire class diffi-

cult in terms of a single activity type.

-wo things are of interest here. One is that so much in-class time in all

three classroccis wes devoted to these activities. The other is that, despite

P hre', very different types of instructional systems and teacher styles, the

,inount allocated for these activities was similar. Partly, this can be ex-

'diqed by the nature of the time of year. It wi 1 I be recal led that the six

weeks' observational data for the three classrooms were collected during the

c'rt days of the school year. Such times frequently are organizational in

;;re. This also can be explained by the nature of the school day independent

oc an individual classroom's structure. Thus, all classrooms spent some time

entering and leaving classrooms in the morning, for recess, and to lunch, and

all classes are expec'Led to clean up.

C..-
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When all in-class time allocated to instructional activity exclusive of.

TCC activities is summed, Teacher 202 accounts for 79.8 percent allocated to

instruction compared to 75.5 percent for Teacher 501 and 68.9 percent for

Teacher 101. In addition, Teacher 202 devoted more time both to large group

and multi-task activities than the others, and almost as much time to class

task activities. For all three of these major activities as well, she also

displayed the lowest desist rate.

An aspect of desist behavior of interest is whether desists are directed

to individual students, to groups of students, or to the entire class. Table

26 presents desist rate information for Teachers 101, 202, and 501 for each of

the major activity structure categories. Desists are reported as total number

of desists for a given activity as well as by number of desists per 100 minutes

(desist rate). In addition, number of desists are broken down by whether de-

sists were directed to the whole class, to an individual or a few students, or

to a group of students. Whole class desists include verbal disciplinary inter-

,entions from the teacher, such as, "Class, be quiet." or "There's too much

noise." Desists intended for individual children or for very small groups

of children include, "Billy, be quiet." or "You.three children working on the

bridge project are too loud." Sample verbalizations for desists directed at

groups might be, "Boys! Be quiet!" or "Girls! Sit down!" or "Blue Group! Stop

Talking!" and "Would the students working around the table in the back please

be.quiett"

To reiterate, the importance of desists is whether they are made publicly

or privately. Particularly in the case of desists directed to individuals,

this difference is an indication of two possible consequences of activity

structures having opposite effects. A student who is regularly the focus of

many public desists eventually becomes labeled by other students. This
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labeling can result in the individual becoming a hero to be emulated or a

troublemaker to be avoided. On the other hand, if the individual desists are

private, the student does not stand out.

Such personal Ad individual treatment usually is not possible and, in any

event, difficult to enact during large group activities. No differentiation

was made between private and public desists in this study. It is clear, none-

theless, that almost all the desists directed to individuals which occurred

during large group activities were public. A greater number of these during

class task and multitask activities were private. It is a reasonable hypo-

thesis that private desists were more effective. If this is so, then it

might help to account for the lower desist rate during class task and multi-tsk

activities.

Time did not allow for in-depth analysis of the data presented on Table

26 in relation either to the effects of individual, small group, and whole

class desists on any of the individual activity structures within the large

!ctivity categories, or the differential effects of these across major cate-

gories. Thus, summary conclusions only can be drawn from summative dita which

are reported.

Table 27 displays in percentages of total number for Teachers 101, 202,

and 501 those desists enacted during large group, class task, and multi-task

Table 27. Percentage of Desists During Large Group, Class Task,
Multi-task, and Miscellaneous Actities for
Teachers 101, 202, 501

Teacher Large Group Class Task Multi-task Miscellaneous

103 29.3 38.4 2.4 29.9
202 35.9 30.3 7.6 26.2
501 29./ 41.0 4.0 25.3

91)

P
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dctivities. As can be seen, all teachers enacted the smallest percentage of

desists during multi-task activities, and miscellaneous activities (particularly

TrOC activities) accounted for one-fourth or more. *However, Teachers 101s and

1',, desist patterns for large group dnd class task activities vary from those

!or Tedcher 202. . Both Tedchers 101 and 501 had a higher percentage of desists

fOr class tdsk activities (38.4 percent for Teacher 101 and 41 percent for

!each/ 501) fhan for ldrge group activities. This was opposite to Teacher

?0?. who had 35.0 percent for large group activities and only 30.3 percent for

Criss task actietes. In light of differences among these teachers reported

edr1ier, this r!akes for some interesting speculation.

91

A



CHAPTER FOUR

THL RELATIONSHIP OF. CLASSROOM TASK STRUCTURES
AND PEER ASSOCIATIONS

l'ne of the resultant effects of the way a teacher organizes activities

fur ins,ruction is the demands made upon students by the various task struc-

tures. In turn, how a student behaves in response to these requirements deter-

tO a great extent his or her success as a student in that classroom. As

has been shown in Chapter Three, a contributing factor to how a student might

hegin to perceive of himself or herself as a student is the frequency and

,!dture of desists directed toward the student by the teacher. When these are

4requent and public, for instance, the student may be labeled--by the teacher,

5v himself or herself, or by other students--as a social deviant. Also made

obvious by the data reported in Chapter Three is the fact that the manner in

which a teacher structures instructional activity contributes greatly to creat-

ny a forum within which desists directed at individual students, to small

groups of students, or to the entire class, as well AS the-degree to which

such desists, when necessary, can be made publicly or privately.

As indicated earlier, another major consideration in relation to the

effects of the activity structures of classrooms is upon peer associations,

especially in the formation of self-chosen friendship groups. Two.questions

particular which will be taken up in this chapter in relation to peer associ-

ation formation are: (1) To what extent and how do various elements in class-

rooms, particularly activity structures, lock students into classroom groups

based on some measure of the teacher's perception of their academic skills?

dnd (2) To what extent and how do the predominant activity structures lead

either to rigid social cliques based on academic skills or achievement, or to

promoting a wide range of interactive and fluid peer structures among students?



The first question builds directly upon Rist's (1970) study of how certain

students, particularly those who looked poor, were-locked into low academic

skill groups. Rist observed that the teacher he studied had luwer expectations

tor such student5 which were based more on intuitive perceptions rather than

empirical evidence. As a result, the teacher spend less time with them than

with the children placed in higher groups. Operationalizing this notion, this

chapter focuses on how students were tracked within self-contained classrooms on

the basis of perceived skills by the teacher. It also considers the extent to

which students' behavior affected their group placement.

The second question which deals with student-chosen peer groups is closely

related. ft follows from work done by Bossert (1977a). In his study, Bossert

found that peer associations were affected greatly by the classroom activity

. structures. [or example, in classrooms where a recitation style predominated,

perforvance and evaluation of the students were public and comparable. Students

fomed tightly-knit cliques based primarily on academic achievement. Once

'rvied, these cliques remained stable throughout the school year. In the class-

roor's characterized by a class task or multi-task format, performance and

evaluation were less public and not as comparable. Social groups formed around

t,articular interests and cut across academic ability and achievement levels.

As 'nterests changed, so did the friendship groups. As described in Chapter

Three, the task structures in the three classrooms under study did not fall

heatly into the structures described by Bossert, so sub-categories had to be

.._weloped. This chapter discusses how and to what extent the structures that

were found in these classrooms affected the social groups. It also is con-

cerned with the effects of other elements on these groupings.

The analysis that follows proceeds on a teacher-by-teacher basis starting

with Teacher 501 and ending with Teacher 202. Much of the analysis is dependent
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,)n coryarisons between and among the classes and therefore builds as each,

successive class is discussed. One factor should be noted. The nature of the

ildtd--ndturdlistic, descriptive protocols of classroom interactions--did

,iut lend !.hewse!ves easily to determining peer associations and their chang-.

!MI patterns. There were no regular or formal reports of the social groups ;

that developed among the students. Furthermore, the names of the particular

stuoents who belonged to the various groups created by the teacher usually

were not reported. Seating patterns changed fairly frequently in all three

c'assrooms, but only one teacher's changing seating patterns were reported.

'nus,j+.he flndings reported in this section must be considered to be somewhat

ten'ative. :t is possible that the peer group patterns differed from those

reported.

Teacher 501

m.any factors combined to ensure thal, in Classroom 501, children's social

,oups and clIques would be based on the teacher's academic grouping of the

cn'Idren.

Arranyements and Peer Associations

On the eighth day of the term, Teacher 501 arranged the seating of the

classroow into three equal-sized groups, based mostly on the results of spell-

'n(j tests she had given. The blue group was the low group, orange the middle

::roup, and pink the high group. The reason for grouping the students in this

r.mner was related to the operation of the school's reading lab. When the lab

began full operations (a week after Teacher 501 had established her spelling

groups), each group was sent to the lab for a fifty-minute period every day.

-he teacher, left with a smaller class divided into two groups, assigned one

a
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group to work on spelling and the other to a language arts activity of some

kind. Presumably the reading lab was individualized so that if lower ahd

higher reading levels did not coincide with lower and higher spelling levels,

it would not affect the reading progran.

The class was divided by seating arrangement and by task, so that the

three groups were formed basically according to a specific academic skill,

spelling. It can be assumed that the students knew how they were divided and

who was in the low, middle and high groups. However, the groups were not based

completely on spelling scores or academic skills. For example, the blue (low)

groups contained most of the behavior problems, so identified by the teacher,

at least two of whom scored in the middle range on the teacher's own assessment

of their spelling skills. In addition, six of the ten students in the blue

yroup spent at least part of the day with the E.H. (Educationally Handicapped)

teacher. None of the other students in the class spent time with the E.H.

teacher. Thus, the blue group contained some students who 11d relatively high

icademic skills, some students with low academic skills (at least in one area),

and some identified by Teacher 501 as behavior problems.

It should be noted that Teacher 501 sometimes assigned the same work to

the blue (low) group and orange (middle) groups. She also occasionally assign-

ed the same work to the orange and pink (high) groups. Neverthless, whatever

the actual academic skills of the children, they were identified with and came

to feel a part of either a low, middle or high group.

There were two important exceptions to Teacher 501's seating arrangement.

Three of the orange (middle) group students were in a higher spelling group

than anyone else in the class. They had their own special spelling progr:m,

more advanced than either the orange or the pink group, which set them apart

as an elite group. The second deviation from the seating arrangement also was
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based solely on adacemic skills. One of the girls in the pink group was a

no.n-Lnglish speaking Asian student. She was seated originally with the blue

group but was moved to the pink group so she could be next to another student

who also was Asian and spoke her language.

Breakdown of the groups by sex was:

Blue (low)
Orange (middle)

. Pink (high)

Total

1 girl
7 girls
9 girls

9 boys
4 boys
2 boys

17 girls 15 boys.

The highest spelling group,seated with the orange section, contained 2 girls

and 1 boy.

;eacher 501 was quite aware of how she was grouping students. In her

oreactive interview before school began she stated:

...I group how the kids go to the reading lab. I often
group by things other thah academic things. For instance,
work skills, or sometimes I put the kids who need a lot
of physical activity in one group. And the kids it doesn't
bother to sit still for a long time in one group. Or things
like that.

.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to determine from the protocols whether

any of the groups received more or less attention from the teacher. However,

dS will be discussed below, there were Some qualitative differences in the way

the teacher attended to the aifferent groups.

Teacher 501 used her spelliq groups for a variety of purposes besides

selling and the reading lab. In the preactive interviuw she said of her clas

'he previous year:

And so, after I got their reading groups set, I

used those groups for other reasons. For instance
in math, if I wanted only half the kids up I'd
just call the orange group up arbitrarily, maybe just
for numbers. rhey undertood what that meant. And
it didn't have anything to do with the math grouping.
[It was] just like a social grouping or something.

re
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She generally dismissed the class_by groups. If some members of the group

were talking, the whole group was delayed: She often rewarded or punished a

whole group; Very quickly, group feelings began to develop. This was particu-

larly true for the blUe (low) group,,which was punished or held back from rec6ss

or lunch the most often.

A feW.examples convey these futictions of group feelings and their effects.

The following excerpt occurred on the second day after spelling groups were

formed as the students were being dismissed for recess.

Teacher 501: "The blue group may line up." Then she
excuses the pi nk, gro4. Leno're is tal ki ng. Evelyn
is a member of the orange group. Teacher 501 says,
"There are a couple of people who are keeping the
orange grOup from lining up because they are turned
around talki ng." The orange group gets quiet and the
teacher excuses the orange group.

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/22 10:30)

Two days later at recess:

The teacher excuses the pi nk group and then the
oranye group is excused_ .Teacher 501 then says,
"Guess which group was not quiet? Which group do
you thi nk?" One of the boys i n the bl ue group
indicates that it was the blue group. The teacher
nods. Then she excuses Barbara who is part of toe
group, but who was not maki ng, noise. Teacher 501
says, "it took you two minutes to get quiet,
so you will have to wait two minutes."

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/24 9:31)

And later that day as Teacher 501 was getting ready to dismiss the children for

lunch:

Teacher 501 bririgs in the students who are playing
games outside. She then, after they sit down at
their desks Tlietly, dismisses the orange and pink
groups...leaving the blue group. She goes out to

take the lunch line down to the cafeteria. This

leavds the blue 'group alone in the -.row with the

observer. Joel says, "What the heck am I doing

here?" He shuffles out of the room. Lance says,
"He'll be bdck.",- Neil says, -"I bet blue is her

favorite color." Within about a minute Joel comes

A
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back.accompanied by the teacher and,all the
students it the blue group laugh.

(TeSther 501 Protocol 9/24 12:02)

As the children in the lower group began to form a sense of group identity

based on misbehavior and a pattern of negitive 'reinforcement, the ctlildren in

the highest group began to form a group identity as an elite group. In part

this had to do, with the pattern of positive reinforcements Teacher 5q1 typi-

cally used with the,students she Wined as- being brighter. The students from

the high group.often were usea\tO correct the work of other'students and to

cylve tests to other students or 'groups of students. Also, Teacher 501 would

choose a student of high ability to help those with less ability. Rarely.did

she ask or pennit students within the sam.perceived academic level to help

each other.

Using higher ability students to help lower ability ones sets them apart

in several way',. It makes the acadeMic gap more.public. While it may be
I.

assumed by the teacher to be a reward, it also might stir resentment in those

being asked to help. In the preactive interview:zreacher 501 Vas asked if she

ever uSed "the better or faster students to monitor the others." She responded:

To teach them? I do a lot of that. So much that'
some of the better -ones resent it sometimes. I feel

like.this is a.family affair,,and for the common good
your problem right now is to help this kid. And

so sometimes they might feel like they deserve to
play a game at that time and I'll say, "After you help.
You put in your two cents' worth here"....Actually
that complaint doesn't happen a lot, but it is something
that I'm aware of. A lot of times they like that. They
feel importaPt when-they get to help.

Ah Grouping and Academic Stratification

On the tenth day of the term, two days after Teacher 501 had divided the

class into spelling groups, the scool began its staggered-day reading program.
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On four days each Aek, part of the class arrived early and received forty

minutes of instruction, ffan 6:10 .to.8:50.. At tt) end of the day the other

part Oef the class stayed late, from 1:35 to 2,:15. This system prov4ded the

teacher With the Opportunity to Work with srna1,1 groups and supppsed13; to giye

,students more individual attention. Teacher 501 chose to:use the ear,ly and

'late Ome per'iocfs .cor math.

Se us.ed seve.ral criteria to divide the dais. A canparison of her orig-
.

inal ideas for dividing the students with what ? actdally occurred is interesting

and reveal ing.. /In the preactiveriterview she. said:

Now, I usually schedule the, kids. The way 1 'decide who
canes in the morning and who canes in tlie afternoon is
scheduled by my tolerance lev$1. And I have a low toler-
ance level for noise, ett., So I usually pick the
people who can work indel*ndently and don't have to be
parented about turning in, their work to be in the late
group. I.might have a kid in two-place addition level
in the late 'group if he can be independent.

She Also s 4c1 that:

...one of the reasons why I put the kids who might have
problems getting their work done in the early group is
so that they can stay with the late group if they need
extra help. There Is that extra. -Sometimes I will ask
the kids to stay.

There al so.rriay be a copnnection between the particular math program, used

(Ind .student grouping.. .'In discussing her current math program and math group-

ing of the previous.year, Teacher 501 stated:

The ina.th grouping was a lot more flexible than the
spel ling groupi ng i n that there were like a hundred
possibilities where a kid could be in math. Liter-
ally, our math program is divided into a hundred
levels. So. I tried to keep i n mind what the
skills were that wer4 necessary. I have a log, a
folc%r with names in it in which I'd jot down
a name, and say, "Ok, Johnny needs testing on level
?7," or "Suale needs help in borrowing." And then
I'd go to thht 1 og and say, "Ok, Johnny, al 1 these
people that need help in borrowing, come to this
group." I'd forgotten about that, but that was
an important thing. 44
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,

Now, I don't know if groups will be so flexible in
math grouping this tear because one of thb.problems
with that form of individuMized'mork is that it's
not'always efficient for gettting group instruction

done so I might have more structured groups in math
this year. I don't know. Plat's a question mark id"
my mindright now b4cause the. matO/program is so new.

The previous year Teacher 501 had a paraprofessional aide,in her class-
,

room. With the removal of her aide in the coming year (when these cka were

collected), she naturally perceived1hat she might have to make some adjust-

ments, particularly in the math program. It was not possible, however, to

determine what4effect, if any, the new math program had on how the children
4

were grouped for math or whether this was done.differently than before. .

As it turned out, Teacher 501 created athig6 math group for the late ses-
.

sion and two lower math groups for the early session. She decided that the

math placement tests.she gave were not very useful for placing the students.'

The specific crityria she actuelly used to determine the high and low groups

never were stated explicity, but the overlap between the spelling and math

sroups was rather striking.

The last session contained eight students.. Iditially, six of the eight-

were in the pink (high) spelling group.and two were froth the small, elite spell-

ing group seated with the orange group. Eyentually,. a student from the blue

spelling group joined them, raising tfie total number to nine, The eprly
1

sksion was divided into two levels, GrouoNI (middle) and Grbup II (lower).

The placement of four ofthe students could not be determined fnpm the proto-

cols. Table 29 shows the breakdown for each,ession and groups by makeup as

they had formRd by the end of the 5th week of school.

Several facets of the groupings on Table 29 are interesting. In addition

to what is displaied, it should be remembered that four of the studentLould

not be placed because of lack of evidence from the protocols. Thus, of the 32

e 109
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Table 28. Math Groupings by Color Grouping. (Spelliihg)
.-\IFIN=mirmil
. i

.Early Session' Early Sessiom ,A Late Sesston
Group II ..Group 1 ..

1Lowest). .(Middle), Wighest)

6-Blue , 2 Blue 1 Blue
3 Orange (1 5 Orange r '2 Orange (frail
frpm elite . 3 Pink - elite group)

6group) pink 0.

5

te

./

stUdents in the.class, only 28 one:accounted for. As%can be seen, the elite
,

spelling group .(3 memberkof the Orange group) were split; with'one betng

, placed in Group'II and the other two in the late session or highest group. , Ih
(

addition, five of the six studenti.who spent time with the E.H., teacher was''in

. ,

4*.oups-fl, while the sixth student's placement into:a group4was not determinable
/IV

,from the date. I.

Some movement occurred among the groups. For instaricetwo of the blue-

group students who started off in Group I later were switched to Group II.

.,ne pink-group student began in Group I but after two days was switched'to rthe

late sessicn group. During the fifth week of school, a boy who was in Group I '-,

and the blue spelling group was switched into the late session group.

This the session group'contained, with one exception, children,who were

in the highest spelling groups. This group aiso was far the'smaller of the

two maja. divisions, despite the fact that tkw,.teacher did,"on occasion, keep

sollie-of the other children late to finish work. ihe late group received more

ndividual teacher attention and in a much more peaceful atmosphere., One

indication of this is the desist rate. The early group averaged 16.3 desists

per 100 minutes''observation while the late group %averaged a desist rate of

only '3.5. The causes of this striking difference are clear. Not only was the

early group much larger, but it contained all fhe children identified as
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behaliior probl ems. The early student5, who presumably Ilia the least skills,.

thus were in a large group sftuation where they could get less individual help ,

.from Teacher 501. In additiOn,. the learnittg environment was Yelat ively chaotic.

Effects of Grouping on Friendship Grou s

frdm the evfdence presented so far, it can pe seen how the- students essen-

tial)y were lo"ck,e4 into an academic stratiftcation system in Classroom 501.
.

44Thos'e at the bottom wer faced with ell the problems of low expectations for
1

academic performance and high expectations foig misbehavior. Those at the top

4

had the advantav of the revyse set of expectitions. Whil)9 Teacher 501 did

not 'distribute, the' studefts randomly, neither did she do so solely on the basis

of actual' ability at- skil ls. Students who behaved in ways which she defined as

problemaiic ended up at the bottom of the adademic lidderviespite evidence from

.her own testing that at least some of those placed low belonged' in theimiddle
.-.

group. The one boy from the blue group who.was moved from 61e'middle math grouP

to the hi4h math group gave no indication of any behavior problems.

The social groups in Classroom 501 appear to have followed the academic

groups established by Tearer 501. Pbrthermore, once the academic groups were

established there app4red to he relatively little fluidity among the friend-
b

ship groups. Within days after the formation of the blue; orange, and pink

seating groups, the social interaction of t e children shifted, reflectingI'l

these groupings.

For this analysis, social groups were determined by exaMining the inter-
,

actions reported in the protocols. It was assumed that the interactions during

recess and free time revealed freely chosen soce groups most clearly. Since

the students' seating arrangement was determined completely by the teacher,

interactions which ocCurred during seatwork were more likely to reflect



geographical than social. groups. Protocols presented information "bah for

.

free time and for seatwork.

: A word'of caution about these findings is necessary. In all three class-

nooms'thenmost noticeable makeup of friendship grolips was based On sex. Since
t v. .

-the lowesi and highest academic groups in Classroom 501 also show chigh degree

of segrqetion based on sex (mdstly boys in the lowest groups And mostly girls i

in-the highest group), the social gnoup.ings may reflect this rather than aca-
,

demic levels. There are indications; however, that this was not so. Before,

the friendship groups were fonmedthe three boys who would later be piked in

the highest groups 4ten were observed playing and generally interacting with

boys who later Would be placed in the lowest group. After the groups were

formed', very rarely were they reported playing with those boys. Also, only

aftvr the elite speiling group was formed did the one boy member begin to play ,

games and socialize with one of the .two girls in that group.

In general, before.the groups were formtd there was a fair amount of inter-

oction reported between future Oue (low) group boys and future orange (mlddle)

group boys, and also between f.141.4re orange group girls and future pink (high)

groupegirls. Once the groups were formed, much less interaction seem41 to,

occur'among,these same children. tfrthermore, in.,the orange group (and to

some extent in the pink group) interaction outside group activities seemed to

increase between boys and girls in the same group.

Certainly the teacher-determined seating arramement of a classroom will

Yfect peer associations. However, the seating arrangement and the teactler-

assigned academic groups may be factors in the &motion of rigid academically

based cliques only because of, and in calibination with,,other crucial ele-

iiients. The pattern.of activity,structures may be particularly important in

this process. Some of the othei' factors, including the activity structures
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whiCh led to academically-based selique4, will be exaprined next for,Classroom

501. No cause and effect:can be shlwn by examininq just one classroom. 1.1.0./..

ever, in comparison with the other chsses, particularly 'With Classrodin 101,
. , e

. thecrucialuturecetheseotherelementswillbecaneApparent.
'

. /

Effects Pf'Activitrltructures on Academic Peer-Groups.

:The.task structures in Classroom 501 worked in se'veral important wOs to

establish and reinforce the academically-based peer groups. . In combinatiOn

-with other factorS like the teacher's low tolerance-for noise and student mo-

bility, these worked effectively to structur; students into friendship patterns

based on academiC grouping.

II

An examination of the activity structures iniClassroom 501 reveals tliat,"

tn taal, 29.1 percent of Teacher 501's in-class time was spent on activities

which emphasized or/ encouraged a stratification of the class based on academic

performance or skills. In contrast, only 11.perceA of in-class time.was

spentDik activities that would encourage or permit inteeactions among the

students based on other factors besides academic skills.
I.

.A total of 10.1 percent of in-class time was allocated.to recitation'

activities. Im these activities, the students' performance and evaluation

tend to be.highly public and comparable, thus establishing.a forum in which
A

academic abiJity either can be reinforced or denigrated.* For Teeter 501,

this recitation time included 3.1 percent in Rb aftivities, -0.3 percent in Rc-

activities and 6.7 percent'in CTbr activities. In addition, she devoted 5.8

percent in Ra activities which center on rule fonmulation, an elaborate process

in Classroom 501.

In addition to these recitation activities, 16 percent of-in-class time

was s'pent in CTb activities. This, of course, reflects the various academie

104
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group4ngs the teacher had'cireated: In 'CM, tasksiare, determineCbx group
)

,

levels:' Teachir 501 also spent.4, percent of in-class timejn Mte. activ4ies,
.

1 - , , * 4 d. .
..

. :P..%

,,:'when from one»half' to twoTtWirds of the' class had Tree time. or was engaged in,*,
. ,
. ----I 6 j ;, . .

, . : e 4
.. , 0 .0

a ;(lass task actiOty while the rest of the, class was ,involvqg in rather .

,. . . 44. r . u

- i intense evaluati6ns, either being testeCor having.their.work corrected; This ,. .

4 I4- . -
^,

activity also lends itself to .the creation of peer grouOt based on!acidémic*.

. skills.

o'

Students in Classroom 501 enly had 3.1 percent of in-clps 'time for free .

time, when they'6obld t'nteraCi freely, and only 1. penceni of in-class tittle

. was detioted to CTe where-the. chil den worked jn srriall groups not based 'on
. .c, .

1

academic- leiels.' /9 to, only 6.4 percent.orthe in-class time Was devoted to
. . k

multi-task type activitiei. However, as will be described below, personal
. ,

qualities of Teacher 01 reduced the amount. of free inIenactiOn the chIldren

migh have had during'theie activities.
, ,

Somdwhat related to..the actixity astruCtures was the .opportimity to play games

.in the clissroom. As children completed their required work they were allowed

to play games, either in the back of the rocWor in the hall. In one respect

this might have led to 'social groupings based on some level of academic skIll

and ability (those who were able to finish quickly) combined with behavior

characteristics (those who concentrated on their work). It worked somewhat

differently in 501.

Before the spelling groups were formed it was not unusual for children who

subsequently would be in different groups to play these games together. Later,

ce the groups were formed, only children from the same group were likely,

. . ,

play together at these times. -This happened because the teacher would7be work-

ing with one group while another group was finishing up an activity and plaAng

games. As it turn'ed out, once the groups were formed, even during free times
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when children from all the groups could play games, it was unusual for children

.f;tin Vie different groups to play with each.. other.

Therq Was an interesting and important interaction bccween certain per-.

sOnal qualities of Teacher.501 and the activity structures. Sheseems to have had4, '
a rather -low tolerance for noise. In fact, she acknowledged this in the pre-.- . . , . . ..

,
. acti,Ve'intervjew. She also seems to have had a very strong need for. absolute.

,. . .

. control of the class. - She. control l ed al l movement abd all the materials in

the classrocin. One way she did this was with a set of small colored flags..If,

go.ing to the bathroom, another for sharpening a pencil,4another for individuil

a child needed something, he or:she raised particular flag. One flag was for

help ? and so forth.

An example from the protocols will illustrate both Teacher 501's need for

control and,hOw it tends to.vlimit interactions amolg the children. ,The first

example occurred on the second day of school. The.children had just completed

an art activity and. the'teacher was. talking to the whole class:

I think it's time to explain something that I've
explai ned to .some of you i ndi vidual ly but not as a
groui You' Ve heard me say that you need to sit
down. In this. class you need to ask to get out of
your seat. Maybe in other classes, during ,times
like art, you could get out of your seat and go 'and

get.,things and throw things in the garbage -whenever
yotfwanted to, but not here. It's just like one
girl needed to wash her' hands, but I. preferred that
she give out paper towels to everyone ,rather than
having people get out of their seats.'

(Teacher 501 Protocol 9/10 10:21)

As a result of these characteristics of Teachet 501, the children were not

able to interact as much as they might. have during class task and multi-task

activities. In contrast, In Classrooms 101 and 202 there seemed to be consider-

ably more interactions between students during similar types of actitvitiesv

However, .despite Teacher 501's desires for students to work alone and quietly,

1 96
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a ' end multi-ta4 'itype activiteS i'han during reeitatio'n and Othir lat:ge .gtIoup
1,
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ecact i v iti es . Apparently, charectertitict of t'he cless 'tisk and multi-task stiquei.,

.
there .seemed to be consi*rably mre st.Udent interact.iCihs,durIng.class task

,

.

" tyre promoted and perretted ,more'jnteractions than,under recitatin or large .

grocup tativilies, and .to a greater extent than the 'teacher might have wanted.

. Teacher 501' limited th amount:. of-thatAnteraction to less thar;.-1-i-tNight have-
.94

.

,
,been. ,.,

.. ,

During the sixth and lastspeek analYzed in this report, Teacher 501 made

Z.k

some changes in the seating airangement and classroom' groups._ She made the

changts "to that she dould have more time with `the highest spelling grbup. If

could. not be determi ned.. exactly who 'was eech ,of, the new group'i although it,

.

was poss%`fe to *get d' general idea.of. the `4hanges.
. . . . ....

. ,

TheOew blue group"contained the three top spellers- who had been in the 4.,

. .. .
.. /

., 1. . .

Orange group plus two students from0 ,c,
:the pink group vttio were getting the highest ( .

c.

d) . - ...,
. ,. . , .

scores on their spelling tests. The i'est of.the new btue group contained most
4%

0 .1

, , '

.0111,

.of2the,.stedsints. who 'normal.ly sperlt part a the day., with the E.H. teacher. The*

ret of the .eld blue grOop became part of.,the ''orange group. A few of the top-
.

scoring students from the 4)]ci orange, group.were movedteo.the pink .group. This
... . .

move'meant that during,;-af least,)one pervik each day, while either the orange or

pink group was at the reading lab, the children in the blue 6roup who went to

the E.H. teacher 'also would be oAvf the room. This left only two groups in

the roan, one of which contained Vile highest spellers. 'Before the move, durieg

the readirig lab times when the highest spellers were in the room.there were
,

really three groups: the highest spellers, the rest of the orange grou .,ailif
,... \ ,

either the pink -group or some or all of the blue group. ,,-
. .

The effectt of this, change in grouRs were not clear. It would be inter-

esting and valuable to analyze the seventh week of observations to see what

%()

f,

fy
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effects 'show up. -One thing that is clear is that the highest. group is:in a
1

position to get-more teadher,attention than it did before. /Those in the:
q E.

owest -group may end up 'getting leis attention than before.

Teacher 101:

. se , ..
.-.

,

At the start of the school year, Classroom4101 was a fourth-grade class,. ,0
. /°.. . ..,

-
only. On the fifth day of the term, eight third gradersijoined the'class. .By

,

:

H. .

,. / ft c)
the end of the sixth week; there were eleven third gra s arid wentY fourth

. .
C.,. ,

graders in..bie classrocm. As will be seen, fri.endshi groups in Classrdcm 101 "

. did not fort as a result either of"being il third or fourthlgrader or pn i basis
,

i

of academic grouping. Byl\he end of the sixth week of school, it was.. clear .

that students in Classroom 10,1 interacted, both in the classroomvand at reees5,

in ways that were aparently not affected,by their grade' or academic placement:

Seat Arran ements 'Academic Grou and Frlendshis Grou s

Tiacher 101 arranged the seating such 'that .one corner of the rocm, the rug

area, became the third grade area.( This area happendd to De closest to the
.

teacher's desk *bUt it was .unclear Whether Teacher 101 planned it that way:

Based osn a seating chart made' by the non'participant observers at the end of the .

s ixth week, all but 'two of the third graders sat. in t4he rug area. The other

two third graders sat with one fourth grader at the edge of the rug area. The

fourth graders were seated across the rest of the tlassroon.

Within their own ,areas,.the students generally were permitted to sit where

they wanted and were al lowed to rearrange their desks whenever they wished.

On a few occasions,cluring the observation period Teacher 101 separated individ,

uals for discipline, purposes, but this only had minor effects on the seating

arrangement. Of the in-class time, 8.9% was spent on activities (mostly math)

19 9

ee. .
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in which the claks,!!!,44vided on the 6aiis of grade levl (noted as' CTbb

activities on Table 25). .Thus, the third,graders not tnt were set apart by'

the seating arrangement.but also, for a fair amount of time each day, by the

activities they performed.

Like School 501,.Schoo1 101 alu had a staggered day program-four days a

week. The program'began"on the sixteenth day of the term. Each group was

assigned for dbout fifty-five minutes to either an early O.blate session.

This was somewhat longer than the forty-minute periods for Classroom 501.

Teacher 101 chose to use these times for his reading program. He divided the'

early and late groups largely on the basis of academic skills., Although be-

havior way have been a factor in the division of the students, there is no

\.

indication that this was so.

The early group mas comprised of two lower reading groups with a total of

ten boys and seven girls. .The late group also was divided into two groups and

totaled eight boys and six girls. It was impossible to determine one fourth-
.

grade boy's affiliation. The late groups also included one girl from another

class. One of the two late groups apparently was working in the same level

reading workbook as the higher of the two early groups. It is not absolutely

clear whether Teacher 101 divided the students who Worked on this level arbi-

trarily or not. However, indications are that the division was not arbitrary

and that the late group was comprised of students he considered to be brighter

or more advanced. Unfortunately, it was impossible to distinyuish which of

the students in the late group were at which level. However, it was apparent

th4t the second late group clearly was the hiyhest'reading group.

As in Classroom 501, a child's membership in the early or late group in

Classroom 101 seemed to relate to his or her placement in other classrow

groupings. Nine of the eleven third graders in Classroun 101 were in the

*-



early grodp. All five members 6f the thwest reading group were third graders.

In addition, ft is know' that the,,two third graders in the la.sti-igroup were not

the same two Who sat somewfiat'apan from the other thirT graders.

If the impbrtant variables for peer associations are seating arrangement

and/or academic grouping, the expectation would be that stable social groups

in Classroom 101' woulii form around grade level andjor the early and late read-

ing groups. c_With a few important exceptions, this was not so in Clatsroorn 101.

The seting chart provided by the nonparticipant observers was tqeful in

determining the relationships between academic groups and social groups.

Shortly before the chart was made, many of the students had switched their

seats. In all li.kelihood the groups sittii{g together indicate the then-current

social groups, with the exception of the third ,graders who mostly sat in their

own area. All of,the seating groups contained students frcm both the early

and late qr,)s, making it possible to canpare social groups with academic

groups. If any of the seating groups had contained only late group students,

it would not have been possible to make the canparison. The breakdown of the

seating group is present on Table 29.

Table 29. Seating Groups for Classroan 101

Group Split session attended Sex Canposition Grade

A 3 early,-4 late al I boys 4
3 early, 1 late all girls 4
1 early, 2 late
1 late

al 1 girls
girl*

4

1 early, 2 late al 1 boys 4
2 early al 1 boys 3
1 late boy 4

3rd grad
rug area 7 earl y 4 boys, 3 girls 3

2 late 1 boy, 1 girl 3

* Sat equidistant from, but to t-he sideOr Group-sTh and C
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With few exceptions, nonparticipant observer's protocols provided no evi-

dence for social groups based on academic groups. The social groups in Class-

room 101 *also appe'ared to be quite fluid. It may be that the effects' of the

staggered day and skill grouptng would have had an effect on peer associations

in the long run. Periodic monitoring of the student's social groups over

several months or the entire year would have been valuable 'for detecting any

changes. In any event, what happened in Classroom 101 was in marked contrast

to Classroom 501 where the social groups began to mirror the spelling,(seating)

groups within.days of their formation.

The only way to assess the degree to which the social groups in Classroom

101 were influencepy the division of seating was to examine the interactions

reported in the pkotocols. This can only be suggestive but the indications

were that the peer\ associations did not differentiate themselves along the third-

or fourth-6rade division. This is not to saj/\that pairs and groups Of third

graders or fourth graders did not fonn groups. The key point s that third

graders had no difficulty in joining fourth graders in grou and there was

no stigma attached to a fourth grader who played or interacted with a third

grader. In general, it appears that tightly-knit Oiques did not form. The

/children moved easily in and out of a variety of groups crossing academic and

grade barriers.

A few important considerations are relevant here. As in Classroom 501,

integrated boy-girl groups were rare although they did occur on occasion. .The

reasons for this and the whole question of sex role socialization are beyond the

scope of this report. However, the protocols provide valuable information on

this, and further analysis might be quite valuable.

The other exceptions center around the children in the lowest reading

firoup in the morning. All of them were third graders. One of the boys in this
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group had joined the class,during the sixth week and it was difficult toldefine

any'interaction patterns for Two boys in thegroup did Share a.close, ex-

elusive friendship. However, this had started weeks before the' reading groups

had formed. Both were Sparish speaking and'had difficulty with'.English. It

may be that their common problem Ofcommunicating with others (.including the

4.

teacher), and their ability to communicate easily with each other brought 'them

together. By the end of the six weeks, more and maretinteractions were .reported

between these boys and other students. One,nonparttv4ant.observer cemented

on how :ripidly they seemed to.lag learning'English. It is probable that their
e

ability t ccmmunicate more easily with others had much to do with their inT

creasi ng c.pntacts.

Thg t 0 girls-Jo the low reading group also seemed to be close friends.

Their friendshiridevelopod after the formation of the group and their..interac-

tions with each oth.er appeared to increase as time went on.

._(;on_ipasisorof task Structures of Classrooms 101 and 501, and Effects on

Friendship Group Formation

An important consideration 'iere is the question, "Why are the peer associ-

,

ations much e flexibile and fluid i,Classroom 101 than in Classroom 501?"

The more flexible seating in Classroom 101 does not seem by itself to explain'

it, since the third graders were segregated from the fourth graders, yet they

still .showed a high level of interactia. The answer appears to lie in a can-

parison of the activity structures of these two classrooms.

The interaction of activity and the tiinirg of certain activities also

seemS to be an important factor. Here, as. in Classroom 501, it is important to

examine both the activities that encourage social grouping based ao academic

skills, and thse that promote free interaction between students. Table 30

di splays rel evant information to be cons idered i n the fol lowi ng di scussion.

ft e)
Pt I..,
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Table 30. Comparison of Task Structures and In-class Time Relationships
for Teachers 101 and 501

.

Teacher Task Structures and Time Percentages
Large Group

Rb QT,Or Rc

Other
Ctb :\Mte

101 50 2.6 0.2 7.3 0.9

501 3.1 6.7 0.3 16.0 3.0

It will be remembered that'Rb, CTbr, and Rc act.ivit;es all are recitation

activities wherein student performance and evaluation are publictand comparable.

Although.Teacher 101 spent more Rb time, there was.less CTbr time in his Class-

room. As we have seen, CTbr activities seem to encourage mast the organization

of academiCally-based peer groUps. In Classroom 101 a large part of the fime

r" for CTbr ktivities occurred in the early reading session. The lowest oi the

two early reading groups usually was the group which had a recitation type

activity. In part, this may-account for the exceptions'in the luid, non-aca-

uemically-based peer groups among these students.

Large amounts of CTb activities' time indicate that childru have' been

grouped on the basis of skills (and in Classroom 1, also by behavior). These

groUps also are quite public. Such groups are fixed in the sense that students

have no chance to advance on their own. In Classroom 501, students occasion-

ally movei up to higher academic groups, but all such movement was cotpletely

under the teacher's control. More importantr there was no evidence to indicate

that students were aware that a high performance rate could lead to placement

in a higher group.

A student's classroom identity becomes defined, in part, by that group to

which he or she belongs. As Table'30 indicates, Teacher 101 allocated signJi-

cantly less time to CTb activities than did Teacher 501. Overall, students in

4a.

,
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, Classroom 10.1 spent considerably less time than thpse in Classroom'501 engaged

in tctivtties that wet e likely to 'create an identity that aiso'ciated a student

with a groupor level of academic skill. Of in-class time, 16.0 percent was

spent on stich activities in Classroan 101 canpared tor 29.1 percent of in-class

, time in Classroom 501.

The timing of these activities also is important. In, Classroan 101, with

a few minor exceptions, all CTb and CTbr activities occurred during either the

early or late sesAions. This meant that anything public and comparable which

occurred dur.ing these times only involved about half the class.. Therefore,

e' en though the late group was the higher group, no sense of prestige or status

developed based on that fact. As noted before, only, the lowest reading group

in the early session was signaled out forrecitation activities. There was

very little recttation activity for Other of the two late session groups.

Therefore, even though the late grcup was diVided into two levels, performance

and ewluation were neither highly public nor.comparable. In Classroom 501,

"lwever, many of the CTb and CTbr activities ocAurred throughout the f.ay and

therefore when L.,ist. of the class was .in'the rgom.

Grade Level Effects on Friendshi Grou s

In order to understand Why the peer associations did not divide along

orade-level lines in Classroom 101, it is important to examine the structures

used during activities based on grade level. Since almost all of the CTbr

activi!Aes were involved with the math program,-this will be the focus of the

E:iscussion.

The math program operated such that, within each grade level, everyone did

the same task. To a certain extent Teacher J01 determined each grade level's

assignment.based on general students' needs discovered from his evaluation of

Li
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the cress during the first few weeks. Generally, howevero the math assignments

followed the textbooks. The fourthAraders had one series and the th.ird grad-

ers anothet: .Teacher 101 also had a math enrichment program which he used

with the whole class without differentiating between third and fourth graders.

With/ihe except yn'of_this enrichment program, there was a clear distinction

made between the third and fourth graders in math.

Howw.fer, that time was spent exclusively in class.task activity. Students

Worked alone at their desks, and evaluatia was less public than during reci-

tation activities. More importantly, within each grade level everyone was

performing the same task at the same level.' Although their perfJrmance was

comparable to others et their grade level, it was not comparable tost)14ents

working on a dif4rent grade level. So, although third and fourth grader

.were givenldifferent tasks, no sense'of competition between the grades appar-

ently developed. The work° at each grade level was equallysrewarding. Con-

trast this to Classroom 501 where membership in the low group was associated

with the likelihood of negative sanctions, while membership in the .high group

increased the likelihood of various rewards.

In Classroom 101 the only time there was any indication that the grade

difference might lead to coppetition or cause problems was when, on the fourth

day, Teacher 101 announced to the fourth graders that a group of third graders

would be joining them. -Here is an excerpt from the protocol for that day:
4

He tells them that tomorrow they're going to have eight
newstudents frum Mrs. X's class....Teacher 101 continues
to tell how they have to make rdom for khese students..
They will be third graders, and he wants them to be
welcomed into the roam as little (at this point one of
the boy students says, "Little chickens"). Teacher 101
looks at him.with a stern looks and says, "No, like
little citizens." He asks then to make these new studnts
feel at home. Boy student R says, "Oh, I won't hurt any
of them, just make them wish they didn't know me."
With this Teacher 101 looks at him and says, "Oh, well,
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would you like to go into another room?" The boys in the
back of the room' in the clusfer say, "No, yoU're just a

1, meanie, but you're not that mean. We know it." Tzacher
101 looks a little bit tense... .

,..

.

, (Teacher 101 Protocol 9414 1:117)
. , .

In.factothe fourth graders treated the third graders very we'll and inter-,

aCt., between children of the two grade levels began at once. .At no loint wai

there any sense of status attddied to,one grade level or the other.

Effects on Friendshi Grou s of Tasks Re uirin H h De rees of Interaction

r-

Not only did Classroom 101 have less time than classroom 501 in activities

structures which promoted certain types of peer groups, but it also had more.

time Oevoted to activities that permittedhor encouraged a wide range of inter-.

actions among the students. There was ample opportunity for students to inter-

adt on the basis of their interests rather than either grade level or academic

ability and achievement. These factors are crucial, not only for encouriging
,

the social integration of the two grade levels, but also in moderating the
I

;ffects of abil ity` grouping.

Tabla 31 shows that in-class time for activities which permit or encourage

student interaction is sOmewfiat greater for Teacher 101 than for Teacher 501.

When the amount of recess is taken into consideration, the differences are

, striking.

Table 31. Comparison of Time Allocated on Activities Which Require or
Entourage High Degrees of Interaction for Teachers 101 and 501

Teacher Task Structures and Time Percenta_m_____
Free Time (FT) MTg+MTd CTe Recess*

101_ 8.1 5.4 18.8
501 3.1 6.4 1.'5

Recess is Inc uTerrs7TotarElls-1 time category on y
on.Table 25. It is not summed with in-class time.
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- Recess is outdoor free play time. The protocols only provided a limited

amount of information about what actually Occurred during the recesses. How

ever, recess usually provided unstructured time a.nd per6itted students to inter-

act free of seating arrangements or P.bility groups. It is true that groups

which 'had formEd as a result of academic.grouping might well 'carry over into

recess°, and, tndeed, that was so in Posseft's research. However, viten as much

timets devoted td recess astin Classroom 101, and when the activities in the-
.

I N....,

classroom promoting academic groups are minimal, one can predict that students

will have the opportunity to establish relationships based on factors other

than academic skills or grade level.

The nature of the in-clasSactivities listed dn Table 31 differed between

Teachers.101 and 501. Teacher 101 had several jigsaw puzzles which were being

put together continually (and occasionally taken apart). Groups of students

worked,pn the puzzles during their free time. The grOups working around any

particular puzzle usually were mixed, both in terms of grade level and reading

group membership (but rarely in terms of sex).. Jigsaw puzzle activities did

not require academic skill and did not tend to differentiate between low and

high achievers. Also, they provided a good.opportunity for the Spanish speak-

ing students to interact and work with others without being particularly handi-

capped by their lack of fluent English.

Teacher 501 provided nothing canparable to jigsaw purzles. Many of the

games the children played in Classroom 501 were spelling, language, or mathe-

:!atics games. Although such games may be effective for advancing academic

skills, they'do not tend to promote interaction between children from higher

and lower ability groups nor between children who speak different languages.

Teacher 101 also permitted much more talking and free movement in his

classroom during class task and multi-task actOities than did Teacher 501.
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\This meant that even during similar adtivitteS, stildents ln Classroom 101
n
nad,

i
.

more opportunity to .interact with each otherithan did those in Classroom 501..

To summarize,peer groupebased on academic skills appaeently did not'

form in ClassroOM 101.7' The pattern.of Peer associations wai one of change.
. ,

rather than of rigid cliques. Although it was impossible to leara from the %,

'protocols whether or not students of di-ffering abilities riteived differential .

leacher assistance, there wat'no indication of, it, except for the lowest read-

ing group. These students seemed to get.the most personal attention few

Teacher 101 in the form of srriall group recitation time. There also iiii no
I

overlap between lower skill groups and behavior problems. A higher desist

rate for the later, higher level reading groups is one indication of this. The

late groups had 14.7 desists per 100 minutes compared to 12.1 desists per 100

thinutes for the early group. t.,

Teacher 202

Classroom 202 was a mixed fourth-fifth 'grade class. There were twelve

fourth graders, seventeen fifth graders and six students whose grade was not

determinable from the data provided. Unlike Schools 101 and 501, School 202

dil not have a staggered day program.

Effects of Academic Grou in on Friendshi Grou s

There were several ongoing activities during which Teacher 202 attempted

to group students according to academic skills and activitOes. However, the

ci.ildren did not appear to be locked into a particular level nor did their own

social groups appear to mirror the academic groupings. The pattern of peer

associations seemed to be rather fluid with-a number of friendship groups

which formed and/or reformed during the observation period. As with the other.

4.
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classes, the.methods for determining peer'associations were not exact and

.these findings can only be suggestive.

'It was difficult to determine students' Skill le4ls from the prqpocols,

since, except for the highest:of the frour science gro4s, the membership;of

. the other skill groups wis not apparent. Near.the end of the seven weeks'
Ir

observation time, one nonparticipant observer described each of the students

-on an informal tape. Some of the descriptions included notes on the academic

level of the students. Also, in the daily and weekly tapes made by Te'acher

202, mention sometimes wAs made about the'skills or abilities of iome qf the

studeqs. On the.basis of this information; it was possi6le,Io identify twenty-

four of the students as'being fair, good, or very good. Table 32 displays the

apparent academic assessment for students in Classroom 202.

Table.32. Distribufion.of Students in Classroom 202 by Academic
SikillAsSessment.

Academic Skill
Assessment Boys, Girls

Total
Students

Fair .2 3

7. 2 9Good
Very Good 8 2 10

Undetermined 3 . 8, 11

Total 20
,

1 5 35..

Because there were more bOs than girls in the class and because there

were more girls whose level was undetermined, the differepce between the 4-

bers of boys and girls in the variOuslevels presented here probably is not

significant. However, with this somewhat unsatisfactory information, it still

was possible to look at the various groups and interactions noted in the proto-

cols and to determine to %Oat extent those interactions followed academic lines.

1 9
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-All Of the groups that c'ould be identified during activities when stUdents
p.

. could choose their partners for a project,,.or their own seats 0 the library,

were made up of students from at least two of the,three ability-levels.- e-

spite the relatively few students identified as beinTfair academicallY/ t ey

were distributed equally among the groups. The peer lroups also were clearly

cv.

in a state of continuous change during the observation )eriod. A few pair'S-4
a

of students remained together,--but,by no meani'were they exclusive and they

often joined with various other individuals or small groups. There-was no

evidence of any pattern of friendship groups based on grade level.

This ts not surprising,when one.ácimperes the activity structures and other

factors in Classroom 202 with the other two classrooms.- This will be.con-

sidered next..

4

Effects of Activit Structures on Friendshi Grou s for Teacher 202 and C
ison with Teachers I an

ar-

There were elements In Classroan 202 that might have led to academically-
, )

Jased friendship,groups, but they were moderated by other factors. FOr in-

tance; when compared with Teachers 101 and 501, Teacher 202 allocated more

time to tasks which YTquired a greater-degree of interaction among students.

Table 33 serves to summarize activities presented earlier for Teachers 101 and.

501, and displays the.same information for Teacher 02 for purposes of compar-

ison
4

a

Tbble 33 shows that Teacher 202 spent less time han°either of the other
. )

4-,-mahers in activitties that were likely'to lead to academically-based peer

groups, and more class tiM ctiejn avities that were likely to allow a wide

range of interactions among the students. For exam0e, Teacher 202 spent al-

most no time on CTbr ac lvities. As indicated earlier, these would tend to

have the strongest effect on grouping the student's. Teacher 202 also spent

1
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Table,33. Comparison of Activity Structures and In-clats Time
Relationships For 'Teachers .202, 101, and 501 ,

'

Task Structures and Time Percentages

, . Lar e Grou
, .76 CT r Rc

202 5.8 0.3 3.5 1.3
101 ,. .5.0 2,6 0.3 7.3
501 3.1 .6.7 0.3 16.0

* Recess is included-as Total class time
.not sumed with in-class time.

$ \

Other
M e M g+M

--- .11.2
0.9 5.4
3.0 6.4 4

FTcTe Reces7;

1.0 3.3
8.1 ---,
3.1 1.5

4.-:..8.4
18.8.

7.6
.

categdry only on Table 25. It is

the most time on multi-task activities (MTg+MTd)--in fact, almost twice as

much in-class time ,4s either of the other teNachers. This provided ,the students
.

with many opportunities to form friendship groups around common interests.

The.students in Classroom 202 had considerably more freedom tof movement in

44the classroim than did the students in the other classes, particularly 4i.en

compared to 501. They also could sit wherever they wished and, change their

,.eats at will. They were allowed to talk and int'eract.during most class task

and multi-task activities. The fourth and fifth graders were not segregated by

seating. The only occasions where grade level .was apparent were.during the

twice-weekly flute leisons held in another room. These were for fourth graders.

only. Only 0.1 percent of the observed time was spent in activities that

separated the two grade levels.

For ,several weeks, Teacher 202 did not place students into different math

'evels. Later, she did so slowly, forming first two groups, then four. It is
not clear to what extent students were locked into a level, or to what extent

they could move upward or downward in level according to achievement'. None of

the groups seemed to receive any special privileges or treatment, and there

were no rewards for being in a higher or lower academic group. Teacher 202

.
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seemed to distribute her time equally among the gresiips, though this wai.hard

to determine precisely. there also were a number of math activittes which

were,not grouped by skill levels..

Teacher 202 formed four groups for a sCience project. One,group in par-

ticular was'based on her judgment of ability level. She,described the basis

fdr the group in this excerpt. from a daily tape:

During the science time in the afternoon the children again
'broke into groups. These groups were based according to
ability in some cases and also chosen for the availability
for books. The one.groupthat I those to hear the tapes
on the reptiles was chosen primarily because I needed a
pilot group to learn the skills for outlining, and I felt
that these children had some skills in cursive writing and

7. 'were qui.te aware of how to find answers in a book by follow-
ing the format of the outline ...My plan is to use this par-./
titular group as helpers -in supporting other .children who
may not have the partclular skills in outlining and may need
additional hel p.

(Teacher 202 Daily *tape 9/16 p.3)

Under other circumstances, the "pilot" roup might have becomie an. elite

group. In Classroom 202, few things supported the fonnation.of such a group

.and many things actively discouraged it. With the possible 'exception of this

piot group, there never was a sense that one group was operating at a higher
. -

or lower academic level than the others. All the groups ended up doing all '

the activities. in the project on a rotating basis.

One part of the reading program (twenty to thirty, minutes day day)

vblved students working together in small committees of ,two or, three students.

Teacher 202 described the basis0 for these 'groups as follows:

.;.I did form new groups for the new riading program
which I was to introduce. The groups were set up mostly
according to personalities, similar reading skills and the
availability, of books.

(Teacher 202 Daily Tape 9/16, p.

001 'IF Ivo
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It is apparent from the following remarks tht she was quit flexible and

allowed students to change groups fafrly freely.

I was pleased to see that the committee work was being
carried on quite nicely and quite smoothly. Brad
approached me and asked me,if he could change back and
go into the group with Harry. At this point I felt that
he was sincere in desiring to work with with Harry s.o we
made arrangements for the two boys to get together.
Richard changed 'places with another boy, and those
two boys seemed to be working close together.

(Teacher 202 Daily Tape 9/13, p. 2)

The students brought pressure to bear on Teacher 202 to change her group-

, ing. This was possible because they normally were given a. fair amount of

control over themselves and over their activities. For the most part, it

seemed that friends apparently ended up working together. The actual extent

to which they were academically grouped was not clear. In any event, the

groups were small and there was, no sense either of eliteness or low status.

There was one aspect in Classroom 202 which lead tto a fair amount of corn-

netition, though it did not seem to form the basis for friendship groups.

Teacher 202 kept charts on the wall showing each students level in spelling

and math facts. Every time a student moved up a level, a star was added. One

nonparticipant observer described the effects of this as follows:

One of the...ways that students are expo'sed to peer
pressure and competitive environment is the charts which
allow students to look at each other's achievement and
ccmpare. This keeps them moving fairly consistently from
one level to another. Teacher 202 seems to be to,lerant of
the students' levels of performance. She doesn't try to
push them beyond tile level that they are functioning on
although she does encourage them to go further.

(Obsex.ver's Informal Tape of Teacheiz 202 10/15 p. 3)

Although these charts were quite public, each child was evaluated individ-

ually and relatively privately. This meant that Teacher 202 was able to treat

each child individually and could push children, or not push them, depending

191
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dn the needs of'the individual. The same is true for CTc activities. Students

worked at their own rate and at their own level, although mo'st students cer-

tainly knew the level of other students.,. The structure of this type of activ-

ity.ensures that the teacher can treat each child individually. Evaluation

in CTc activities is less public and less comparable than for other class task

activities, and thus is less likely to lead to peer associations based on

academic skills or Sbility.

In fact, 51assroom 202 was the only class that had any appreciable CTc

activities, a
t.

it had a fair amount--13 percent of in-class time compared to

0.5 percent for Teacher 101 and none for Teacher 501. In general, the activity

structures in Classroom 202 permitted the students to have much more control

over their own progress than in either of the other classrooms.

There is an important difference for a student between being 21a.c.e_d_ in a

particular academic group and working at a particular.academic level. Being

a member of a group and having no control over Moving out of it will tend to

cause a student to identify with that group. Very clearly that happened in

Classroom 501. On the other hand, working at a particular,level, but not

necessarily as part of an assigned group and with control over one's own pro-

gress, will encourage'a different self-image. Also, when students work at

their own rate in many areas, there is less likelihood of being identified as

being low in any of them.

It has been shown (Jones and Nisbett, 1971; Monson and Snyder, 1976; Ross,

17) that people have a tendency to attribute qualities from one facet of an

individual's personality, abilities or behavior to other facets of that indi-

vidual. For example, in the classroom, when a teacher decides that a student

is of low ability in one area he or she may expect the student to be low in

all academic areas. This phenomenon was most apparent in Teacher 501's

(2.1
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classroom. If students were placed in a low group in one subject, the likeli-

hood was that they would be placed in a low group in all subjects., On several

occasions Teach'er 501 expressed surprise that a'child high ia spelling could

be low in math,.although she did place a few children in a high.group in one ,

area and in a low group in another.

In a classroom where students are allowed or required to progress at their

own rate, independent of a particular group, those students who incorrectly are

.placed at a low academic level in one or more areas are soon able to demon-

strate their ability, thus working their way up to the proper level. They are

not held back appreciably by being placed in a low academic level at first.

The point is that the sort of public comparison evident in Classroom 202

is not so likely to lead to status groups by placing student.s into low or high

groups. Table 34 'compares the amount of time students spent in all three

classrooms on acivities where they had control of their own progress and, to a

certain extent, over the task 4self.

Table 34. Comparison of Time Spent in Activities Where
Students Had Control Over Their Progress in

. Classrooms 202, 101, and 501

Teaiher Task Structure by Type and Percentage
of In-class Time

1

202
101

501

CTc Mtg MTd Total

13.0 6.6 4.6 24.2
0.5 3.2 2.2 5.9

...... 6.4 ....... 6.4

Almost a quarter of the time in Classroom 202 was spent on such activities.

One of the nonparticipant observers said of Teacher-202 on an informal tap:
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1,

...the teacher's acceptance nflhe individual methods
that the students use to.proceed with the academic tasks
has allowed for a well-integrated classroom. This is
most .noticeable during the recess periods and lunch
periods when the students play. I. notice that at th,
beginning, a certain group of boys dominated the four
square game. Now there are girls playing the game.
Some of the boys have broken off and gone over to
other parts of the playground to play other games.

(Observer's Informal Tape Teacher 202 10/15 p. 4)



CHAPTER FIVE Fr

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The activity structures of cltssroom instructional organization appear to

provide a key to understanding the nature and derivation of social groups that

forn in the classroom and the extent to which students may become trapped in4

an academic stratificatiOn system. Other factors may moderate or strengthen

the tendencies established by the complex interaction of varying activity struc-

tures. For example, recitation ard class task activities which lock children

into a particular group and/or level promote rigid peer groups based on aca-

demic skills. In these activities, performance and,evaluation tend to be pub-
,

lic and ccmparable. Control of progress and interactlon:with others is cam-

pletely in the hands of the teacher.

On the other hand, class task activities and multi-task- activities which

permit students.to work at their own rate and which either allow or encourage

student intpraction, tend to promote a series of changing peer groups based on

interests rather than on.acaddmic skills. During these activities performance

and 6aluation tends. to be less public and less comparable then in recitation

type activities. Students have a fair tmount of control over their awn pro-

gress and their tnteractj,ons with others..

Activities which place children in a group based on skills are more likely

to promote rigid peer groups than activities which place students in various

levels but do not encourage a sense of elite groupness. An abundance of activ-

ities such as free time and.recess, which encourages a wide range of interaction

among students, stimulate change among peer groups.
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, Teachers who severely limit students' interactions during class task and

multi-task activities mq0erate the effects of these 'tasks OP social groups.

Teacher control of the seating arrangement also tends to mqderate opportunities ,

for the evolution of flexible and changing social groups.

The timing of a4ivities can be important. Activities which group stu-

dents a:ademically when a large part of the clas's is out of the room'are 'less.
'likely to encourage'rigili peer groups than the same activities occurring when

mcpit of the class is in the room.

This section concludes with an observation which is mostly speculative.,

4

Having a staggered-day program seems to encourage the academic grouping orthe

class by the teachers. It encourages them to form groups based on academic

skills. One session can be for a higher academic level skill group and the

other for a lower academic level. In both of the classes that have staggered

days, the teachers went on to form several different groups. Perhaps once a

teacher begins to think in terms of groups and already has tested the students

o make'the original division, it becomes easy to tike the next step and create

. more than two groups. The groups formed for one activity may generalize and

form the basis of groups for other activities.
a

SulInticns F or Further Studies of This Type

It must be realized that what the nonparticipant observers were told to

look for specificallY did not necessarily coincide with all of ttie objectives

rf the present analysis. Clearly, it is impossible to do everyt6ng in any one

study. Thus, the suggestions that follow are not in any order of priority.

0 Regular seating plans, possibly twice .a week, would be
helpful. They should particularly note seating changes
made by the teachers and those made by the students.
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0 All groups of children should be noted. It is important
to differentiate groups formed by the teacher and thosle
formed by the students themselves.

0 There should be more intensive observations of recess,
P. ., and lunch time cfivities. Students unstruc-
tured play time can'be quite revealing. It is partic-
ularly useful in explo ing the generalized effects

.
of

events occurring insid the classroom.

0 Periodic repo hat most the students are doing
during a pa cular activity would be helpful. There
are some ob ervations of this sort in the protocols.
It would he to have, them on a regular, activity-to-
activity basis., .

0 At the end' of each day (or each hal f4day) teacher and
rmparticipant observers should (independently)*rate
the day o.n some standard scale, maybe even on a couple
of items, e.g., behavior of students, effectivenss of
instruction, overall feeling of the day.

0' Activities should be coded according to amount of inter-
action permitted.

0 Many observations of claseroms tend to be from the
teacher's point of view. Attempts should be made to see
things from the-students' point of view. How ire they
interpreting events lboth those they are involved in and
those they just. watch)?

0 It would, fie useful to know which students had been to-
gether in previous classrooms.

0 For.studies that concentrate on only the early part of
the school year, periodic (even once a month) additionaT
observations would provide data on long-term effects, if
any, of early events.

4.

4

1 ?9
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Percent of In-Class Time for VariOus Activity
Structures for Teacher 101

ITask
Structure
Activity

Week

Large' Group
,

,

Ra 12.2 8.9 6.2 8.6 3.2 6.8

Rb '2.7 5.5 - -5.6 8.1 4.9 2.4

.
. CTbr - -

.

- 1.2, 8.5 4.0

Rc - . -, .6 - 1.2 -

Re - - 1.7 .1.6 3.3 4.3
. ....Af- - .? -. -

Totals 14.9 14.4 14.9 19.5 21.1 17.5

Class Task-1 .

5Ta 33.6 45.1 28.5 19.0 '27.9 12.9

CTb - 'f,v---7.- 2.8 10.8 21.3

CTbb - - 18.2 17.5 12.0 9.4

CTc - - - 2.3

CTd 18.7 1.7 1.5 2.3 - 4.0

CTe - - - ... -

/

CTf.. -. _ - - _ -
. r

Totals 52.3 46.8 38.2 41.6 50.7 49.9

Multi-Task

MTd - 3.6 4.1 4.9 - -

MTg 3.4 8.3 5.2 1.9 - 3.9

Totals 3.4 11.9 9.3, 6.8 - 3.9

iscellaneous

Rd - 5.3 5.7 5.9 5.0 5.6

MTe - - 6.0 - - -

FT 9.2 5.6 3.5 9.9 8.4 3.4

RiC ( 11.2 19.1 25.7 19.6 19.5 14.3

PE 5.1 3.5 4.5 - 4:2 3.1
#

-''

TrOC 15.5 13.9 14.5 11.3 9.3 15.7

1 32
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' Percent of In-Class Time for Various Activity
, Structures for Teacher 202
0

Task Week
Structure
Activiti(

-1 --2---3 --4 -M"-6
,

Large Group ..'.

,

.

Ra 17.1 9.8 6.7. 10..7 9.7 8.1
,

Rb 2.9 5.1 2.6 5.5 8.1 9.3

CTbr
.

- - 1.7

Rc 4.7 9.1 2.6 - 2.5
%

2.5

Re 7.5 2.4 4.6 4.2 8.8 6.1

Rf 2.5 1.3 7.3 4.9 1.5 -

, -

otals 3 .7 28.0 23.8 25.3. 30.6 27.7

Class Task
.

,

Cra 10.4 16.9 7.7 26.0 8.8 16.9

CTb - - - 6.7

CTbb - - - .4 - :.

CTc 15.3 15.5 13.1 13.7 11.4 10.4
,

CTd - - - - 3.9 5.9

CTe 8.8 2.7 6.1 3.8 - 1.0

CTf - 10.0 7.3 3.0 7.6 : 6.9

Totals 34.5 45.01 34.2 46.9 31.7 47.8

-.
4

Multi-Task ,

MTd 7.6 5.0 8.3 - 10.1 -

MTg 4.5 4.7 12.7 10.0 6.5 -

Totats 12.1 9.7 21.0 10.0 16.6 -

Miscepaneous

'Ild - 3.1 .9 .9 1.5 5.4

MTe - - - - - -

FT - - - 3.0 - 1.6

REC 7.1 8.8 6.4 7.0 9.3 10.8

%

PE 1.8 .7 4.4 .9 5.0 7.2

TrOC 17.0 12.7 17.7 12.6 16.8 14.01

.4.
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Percent of In-Class Time for Various Activity
Structures.for Telcher 501

Task
Structure

Activity
-"1-----rWei

k
Large GrouP

. ;

Ra 13.1 4.0 6.9 6.7 4.7 3.9

.Rb 1.0 .6 5.0 5.3
.,

3.1 2.4

CTbr - 1.7 18.2 5.9 8.6 2.3

Re - 1.4 - ... - -

Re 4,.9 2.8 :'?\2.7 4.0 .8

Rf 1.0 .2 2.4 3.5 2.2

Totals 2Q.0 10.7 32.5 24.1 22.6 9.4

Class Task
,

.

CTa 31.2 ,39.0 10.8 29.0 39.2 29.0

CTb - 9.4 24.7 23.1 12.2 16.1

CTbb - _ - - . .-

CTc - - - - -

CTd 14.4 2..6 3.1 2.7 5.7 .9

CTe 4.0 - 3.3 1.1 - 1.8

CTf -
,

,

- - - -
-.

Totals .9.6 51.0 41.9 55.9 57.1 47.8

Multi-Task

MTd -

MTg. 5.7 4.4 1.4 1.3 2.7 21.0

Totals 5.7 4.4 1.4 1.3 2.7 21.0

iscellaneous

.1

Rd - ' 1.0 4.6 - 1.1 -

MTe - 8.1 - -
,
. -

FT - 5.7 3.4 2.4 2.0 . 1.3

REC 6.1 7.7 9.2 6.4 7.5 7.7

PE - 1.9 2.9 3.8. 2.2 2:3

TrOC 23.2 17.2 13.8 14.5 12.4 11.4

__L._
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TEACHER:

:Da ly Coding. Sheet

!DATE:

APPENDIX 'A
( Page 4 of 4)

0

Activity,
Description Task . Time Mins.

,

Graded SS

....

Positive Reiforcements Desists
PR 1PRI Pilp T DI , OG T.

.

g

.
-

r -

.

.

Activity DescriOtion - short description describing activity with comments

Task

Mins.

indlcated by letter codes as described in summary charts

- length of time activity lasted in minutes

- whether or not students were formally evaluated during aWvity*I.
SS - student sanctions--indicates any sanctioning behavior between students

nR - positive reinforcement by Teacher to whole class

PRI - positive reinforcement by Teacher, to small group

- Total

Desists - (P.A-.11)

- desist to whole class

DI - desist to individual

PG - dasist to small group

* Dften this was difficult to ascertain from protocols and was not used.


